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THROAT
Cut From Ear to Ear by
Would-be Suicide.
MRS. J9IiN WOOSLEY
Attempted to End Her
Life With a Razor-
Domestic 1 roubles
the Cause.
Irroal Mond? y's daly
Mrs. Jehe Wooaley, noddies near
8-akirce Fork, mails an allemapt to end
her life with a rasr at an early bout The Wardle Ceefereece of the Ep
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NOVEMBER WEDDING.
Dr. Amelia urn and Miss Cecil Hollow
Ts Merry Oa 29111.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN
-41111111111111=01181141111111e 
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tRON DAY To DAV. OPIE READ,
Front Monday's dully.
The marriage of Miss Cecil May
loway and Dr. Austin Bill is elluOtuil
to lake phut, as the borne of the bri
mother, um 8. 7. Holloway, near
nit/. Wednesday afternoon, Novemi
29, al those o'olcok. The friends off
popular young couple received Wei
dons yesseaday.
Dr. Bell is oue of the mo t promint
young physicians in the county an
joys a large and lucrative practice.
bride tab, is a yoang lady whese
sonal grams and mental gifts
made her a street favorite in the
circles of this sermon,
MEETS IN HOPYINSVILLE.
Sunday morning at she home of her
brother. M. It let v anaagh.
liu. Woodsy is aeons forty five years
Of age and hiss lex children. A few
weets ago she ad her hosboni @vara.
lied by agreement, and she went to the
helms of her brother. Her domestic
troubles weighed heavily open her and
site became very despondent.
As an early hour Sunday morning
the arose, and, 'flooring her brother's
ri.s .e, welt ta e garden at e reari. th
of the bows. , hear later she was
found by a meerbear of Mr. Oavanangb's
family, lying ia's pool of blood, palm-
tops, and neconecione, her thrust cut
front ear to ear and teen sr.us cat deep-
ly above the elbows.
Tee wonaes in her throat were deep
bus the j igeler had not beet served nor
bed the arteries In tier arms as laud evi
dente, been her pu rpo-e. Not et it hstand-
fug tine, her life was dewing fast from
the ghastly wouude, and out for the
timely discovery death would have re-
mitted frum Mae of blood.
Dr. Jackson, of this city, warn sum-
moned. lie forted her still auounscloos.
Restoratives were administered and the
wounds sewed up. She rallied aud rec-
ognised those about here, but made no
statement.
Her condition is still very critical but
there is a &mos for her reeovery.
_ 
'BEFORE BAbY IS BORIC"
A Valuable Little Beek ef lateral To
All Wanes Seat Free.
Evcry woman looks forward with
testicle of indescrthebie joy to $ s one
asementoas eves% lu her afe, compared
mien wbeob all others pale into Kewa-
nee's& mew i.rond ant: happy she will
be wise bee precious babe Denies on
-16se lieseherbew mese she nem* of
“Illetbert" And yet her sencipation
Of Mds evens is clouded with miegorioga
Of the pani and danger of the ordeal, so
IS is tispossibie to avoid the feeling
Of 00ste‘isit anted .w ht h creeps over
her. The dingo, and eaffering attend -
sise epee being a metner tem be entirely
prereetei, so that the musing of the lit
tie arm g o need net be looked firward
to wish tear and trembling, as is so
eiseu the Carta ry woman who
reels tient paper cia ebtain abiontely
free • valuable and attractive little book
minded • Before Baby is &nu," by
soading her name end address to the
Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Tate book contains p toeless Infurma-
Mon to ad women and no one should
fail to mold tor te
Good old Ontnny Metcalf e, of K =-
tacky. Me years old, mys this Dr. Bell's
Inns Tar Hooey is the best grip care,
asset, Ise( and bronchi sl remedy that
has been drool to the people during
her his. Sold everywhere.
4.B.STOT•usCEN MAY.
Prom Monday's dailr
Ns John Henning, turf editor of the
_40geeeertirit of the Times." New York, is in
ID. city today, the guest of Dr. M. W.
Williams. He is visiting the leading
breeding establiehments of Kentucky,
and is inepectieg the stick at the Add -
beet farm. Mr. Kenning is one of the
Inset judger of hars.11 oh in America
• mid the leading turf writer of the met-
sepettsan press. Rie articles a id ir the
ems de plague of "Ralston" are widely
lead both in this wintry and England.
•
Leape.
The Loulaville Oonferenoe of
worth Leagas will be held in
December 12-14.
Tbe opening sermon will be d
by Rev. J. W. Moore, D. D
the Fourth Aveettebiethodist ch
Louisville.
All delegates and visitors are in
So send their names not later than
cember 9 to Mr. Frank Rives,
homes will be assigned. The
league will give a reception the fit
of Inc messtiag.
The rennet& have given red
rates for the occasion.
DIVORCE SLITS.
From Monday 'daily.
Two scuts fur divorce were fi
the Oircail clerk's ore es this mot
Line Oueal sues her husband,
()deal for &essence divorce, char
him wt h cruelty and ab indoument
Lean Puruell nye her husband,
Purueti abandoned her without c
on her part two years ago and p
for the legal lidrerall,0 Of the merle.
bonds.
MEETING OF DEM-
OCRACY LEADER
(oleaCete To saw me)
CHIOAGO, Nov. SO.-The meeting
the,N ational Democratic Ex ecuLve Com-
mittee in Chicago today, is to be a
double-barreled effete. It will be a bee
Mem messing of the committee and a
conference of.national It seers of the
Democratic party. Many Seeatois and
Natiouel Itspreseutatires on their way
to Waseington from the West will
spend a couple of days to this cty 5,3
meet Eerie= and Southern Detnocrete.
It is probable that an address to the
Democrats of the ccuntry will be issued
by the committee afterthe party lead-
ers have held a collie:recs., The tom-
mi :tee will also probstbly be called upon
to clteele the q i saion o: Hunt! leader-
kalktp. Fared' of Congreasuisn David
A. Da Artneud are in Chiceeo to en•
gage in their fir,t skirmish in the Pght
to laud the ellatourisn in the position of
leader of the Democratic minority in
tne House of Reprosestatives.
From the Seuth, friends of Jas. D.
Richardson, of Tennessee, come te voice
the claims of their candidate for the
coveted position. The candidacy of
both Richert:Loa and De Armond is non
ditioned, however, upon Bailey, of Tea-
m being out of the ries. I: is thonget
that II they hes no desire to lead the
Democratic minority, as it is said he
will need all hie time to look after leis
Abs for the Senate against Horace A.
Chilton.
Comes Home For
Thanksgiving
(Special to New Era.)
SAN FRANC/1'300, Nov. SO -The
First Tennant,e regiment will be mus-
tered out Thursday and will reach bout
for Thanksgiving.
BinsIllx.: has broken out in Fo
ninth regiment, colored.
Educate leer newels With Cesearatia
Caney Cathartie, enre ccastipstien tore
be. me. 11: C. a C. tall. druggists reread
002i.2210f3 -
STATE BOARD -If all the retinue are
In by that timathe State Board of E!ec-
tion Llommissieuers still le.in their
work on Monday Nov 27, which will
be it week from to lay.
THE TEACHERS. - The Henderson
%tacklers have about completed arrange.
cents for the Second Congreesioeal
itstrict Teach ee' A r-ociatiote Decem-
e 1 and 2 A rumher of Chnefien
uuty teachers wet attend.
DEWEY SOUVEN1eS-The Dewey son
'tier truze has reechtd Hot kineville,
and who t the shipments of holiday
POMF. DTWPY TRINKET%
good.; now being received are displayed
by the merchants, shoppers will have a
'arge and varied assottment of Dewey
triukets from which to select Christmas
present.. The name of Dewey has been
wozed upon and appropriated by owners
of almost everything capable of any
name.
BURNMG LEAVES.- E Astern physicians
have celled the attention uf their Board
of Health to the hebit of burning leaves
in their ity. To put a stop to it is now
their aim, and thratigh their • frills the
Ooancil has under coroideratien the
pumps of an ordinance to prohibit the
practice. Physicians have decided that
he smoke is the cause of much serious
able of the throat and lungs and
es.
---
THOSE nETEONS-T h e Washington
spatch in the New ERA, a day or two
o, statirg that the astronomers had
lien their dates mixed as to the time
the great metoric showtr, and that
TUB i:TH WILL BE itOmflAlthltD BY
11 FTEDP&
spectacle would not be seen until
, caused ;rulers' regret in this city.
e New ERA is sorry, jest bets een us,
Anse we resn't use this striking "cut"
wing how the earth was bombarded
-
Al MMES.-Rev. Sam Jones has
o prohibited by his physician from
alma/ in public before January I
e Louisville Post remarks that any
ad noise heard between this date and
e New Year in the direction of Geor-
a may be taken as an indication that
he Rev. Sam, unable to stand the pros
tire Of SO =Oh Wend", has blown up
NEW LIVERY STABLE.
Mr. L. Yonts, who recently removed
this city, purchasing the Max Meyer
perty on M sin street, bitween Fourth
ud Fifth, has Logan the erection of a
brick livery stable. The building has a
lid stone foundation and will be quite
substantial structure when completed.
Dr. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
TO THE WEAK AND WEARY COUGH-WORN LUNOS.
Nature's ftemedy improved by science to a harmless, pleasant, positive cure. COUGH,
LUNG AND BRONCHIAL AFFECTIONS never linger in
contact with that most natural and speedy cure.
Dr. Bell's PINE-TAR-HONEY
'advances a New Theory in the Treatment of Coughs. It cures the Cough by curing the
Cause. This remedy cuts the mucus and destroys the gems of disease and heals and soothes,
to that there is no Inclination to cough, Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough and Lung
eness disappear by its use as snow before the sunshine of spring.
TRY A 15. MOTTLE ON A OUARANTEE.
ALL DRUGGISTS ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED to eafund the price
if it falls to giva entire utisfaction in any and all cues, child or adult.
---1111111PIPRIFtlIN/11=
DT. 111•11's Pla•-Tanlisgasy Is ta• ama
pasesdy we Ave over seed ley offs IL • se,-
aruM 
▪ bills notionallrerto such an itglant
• dollar Imalls for her, and she la
Seir 
daily reeeseses Ws will set* be
l tthea I De. Mills Plua-Tar-Honey Is our
Warm -T. A. Wfibesa, TaYlorsvga, Ey
coneuurnew civItED. ',nauseant* ranvstrwati.
I had a very severe cold and tore 
throat-la
I lisy• told Pine-Tar-Hooey for olio year, fact. I thought I was taking pneumonia I got
Pfild It a splend,d remedy and good s•leir a 60-oent bottle of Dr Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey,
Sold (vs bottles to Miss Stella Howell, of this and after using It one day and olght I can sis,g
place. who was considered to have consume- that jilt the hest remedy that I ever ogee 1
luau She is now In good health -4. T. Gra- recommend it highly to everybody -Lewie 0
ham. Druggist, Grantabikrg, III Davis, J P , allanT11141. llo•
Lookout for Substitutes: Demand BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
And do not let any druggist offer you one of those cheap syndicate cough mixtures on which he makes a big profit.
DR. BELLI PINE-TAR-110,NEY is sold by all good druggists.
°Pared 01117 by THE E. E. SUTHERLAND MEDICINE 
Go.. Paducah. Ky.
America's Popular Novel-
ist,
Gives Us tiis Opinion
Of
OSTEOPATHY.
"Sian constantly find' something new
about hinnelf, and it is thus that the
world moves From the desra of time
he has been his own study, and even
yet is a mine of mystery auto, himself.
We reverence the pai.eoft in a mellow
light, and yet we knot that the school-
boy of today is wiser that thie sage of
She long ago. Theory b eomes suieuce,
and scienoe resolves itself into a a m
mouplace fact, and we wonder that we
were so slow to accept so manifest a
truth. We study nunielves, indeed, but
sometimes we are loth to credit our own
intelligence. It is our rt verence for the
old. A great orator, when asked how
he would go about tootard the better-
ment of the world, replied that he
wculd make gcod health catching in-
stead of diamtee. Good h.alth is catch-
ing. Good health le natural. Nature's
aim is to be free from dictate. What
mockery is there in the nee g that a
man of thirty died a natural death. To
die before extreme old age is most un-
natural. There is Fouiethitig wrong
with the running of a machine that
wears out too soon. An observant ma
chinist can repair the evil. Man is a
machine, and recently there has come
into nocc I a school of machinists to reg-
ulate the mechine man ().teopathy.
Most cheerfully do I subscribe to this
science. I have f•-le the benefit of it,
and I h meetly believe it to be one ot
the n.oe wonderful discoveries of any
age. If my voice, though limited in
range, may help the suffering, it is my
duty to lift it. My emaciates know that
I am a firm believer in Osteopathy, and
they know that 1 here set down what I
believe to be the trash. I have no fear
of writing a 'pug' ; I have uo edge to
whet, no graft to gather. I'm my hem
ble way I am as earnest as Joseph Me-
dill was when he advocated, in his great
newspaper, the bentfin of the Keeiy
Cure. Every man, not wholly vicious,
would like to aid the suffering. The
fear of advertisiog a public bleesirg is
an evil.
"In my reading I have come acres&
certain tenets of this great healing
school, some of which I transcribe, be-
lieving from investigation that they are
trite.
"Medicine continqes to point witb
pride to the ingenuity and bewildering
complexity of its theories; Osteopathy
asks the public to look at results.
"Osteopathy is a system of healing by
manuel operations v ithout the aid of
drugs or stimulants.
"Nine tenths of the diseases which
comes to the Osteopath are treated first
by stimulating the nerves of the t acre-
tory organs of the system for the purprse
of cleaning up the dirty house within
which the human souls dwells.
"Tne prieciples of the seience can be
comprehended only by those who are
familiar with &mammy and physiology.
Osteopathic practice can not be explain-
ed in print or by word of month.
"Ilse chief cease of disease is due to
mechanical obstruction to natural func-
tion,. There is some displacement,
eat internale obstruction or sbnormity
of bone, muscle, ligament upon a nerve
or blood vessel.
"With an saturate knowledge of an
totnY. Osteopathy deals with the human
no 'y as ar intricate machine, which, if
kept in proper sejastment, nourished
New
Crop
N. O.
Molasses
Just
Received
And
for
purity.
and
flavor
cannot
be
surpassed
Telephone
us
and
we
will
send
for
your
jug.
:-W. T.-:
op
& COMPANY,
e ()LES ' LE meh
& SETetl. 
41.4rocers
Tim ifittolsen Sink
Should not breed
diseases like
typhoid fever or
malaria.
It will not if
you use Gold Dust
regularly.
IBM/ ter tete boohlev-.•( 'idea flutell
for MAWR rk "
THE N. C. FAIRBANIK COMPANY
Gauge %Loeb BerrYsrli bubo
A Woman Who Loves To
Entertain
her friends always strives to make
het dining rocm as handsome and
attractive as possible. and bhe snowi
she can find the handsomest furui
lure in rich buffets, ebion eloiletel and
dining chairs and tables for theeies.AT
money in our nomprebenitive and
v•tried stock of fitie furniture, in the
latest artistic styles buil shapes.
Don't fail to call and inepect our
eteick.
'‘..',:o.'Crier ---.ftton, -
'.
Kitchen & Waller,
Verfala
St*
lir4C),S\t/S
.i.
.•
...
rate_s
411.
etA,
Before You Buy by all means
See Our Stock of
Dre 38 Goods
And TRIMMINGS.
No other line ever approached them in this city.
Our immense etoek of Fur., Jseirete, Golf Capee
and Lilies REIDY-MADE SUIT'S, Shirts and
Wanes enables us to offer you better selections
of Styles, Colors and Prices. MILLINERY--
Remember we sell Hate, etc., cheaper than our
cionipetitors by fully one-third.
The Richards Co.
telEMEENE
and cared for, will run smoothly into a out it the wealth of Midas is but ai
ripe', useful old age.
"Osteopaths believe that every living
organism has within it, as its special
gift from God, the power to manufac-
ture and prepare all the chemicals, ma-
terial and forces needed to band and re
pair; together with all the leacbinery
and apparatus required to do this wort
in the most perfect manner. Osteopa
thy claims that no longer will eufferint
humanity be compelled to quaff notion
draeghts and fl itch under tho crue
knife of the surgeon in • IT Jrts to seel
relief from disease. Osteopathy is the
new science of healing •••• Mout drugs.
Among its followers are the most prom-
inent people of the world.
"I am quoting freely, and with tut
little care as to arrangement, but with a
choirs to set forth the 'plain ral' of the
school. I have at hand esti:Lorin/a
from the most trustworthy sOUrCeit but
ten science needs no testimony except
am illustration of its own principles.
All that truth needs is it light thrown
upon it. But mav is hedged about by
traditions, by adherence to a oonstant
experiment that has oome down through
the ogee, the belief that to swallow
drugs puts him on the road to health.
The little mind is slow to accept a great
but simple truth. The world loves to
be tricked.
" 'You have a great industry in your
town,' said a traveler te a village phil-
oscpher, pointing to a tall chimney
from which a constant smoke was pour-
ing. 'Yes,' replied the philosopher, 'a
ereat factory built upon the credulous
hope of aches and pains-it I. a patent
medicine laboratory.'
-Recently I heard a farmer say that
patent medicine, for his fenaily cost him
more than his taxes. Taxes upon his
land and take, upon his ignorance; and
yet he is not much wcree off teen the
wan who is constantly awalliwing
drags prescribed by regular physicians.
Both are victims of time-worn error.
"A school of Osteopathy ought to be
established at every health resort in the
country. The government ought to see
that one is established 10. Hot Springs.
It is worth all the curative waters in
the world It is almost an inetant free-
dom from weariness. It is the cam-
paign of nature. It deetroys the eppe-
tite for drink, not in cases of confirmed
dipsomania, but in oases of nervous
prostration.
4. 'Yon are a crank on that sal ject,'
said a believer in the new science.
• Ye",' he replied, 'and I am doing may
friends a good turn.'
"So thoroughly convia led am I of tht
scientific principles involved in this
work that I have no hesitancy in say'
Mg that I believe no physician is thor-
oughly competent without s knowledge
of this science. 1 nave seen and talked
with some who bays investigated, aud
ail these ecknowledge Iti seuninenew
The time will oaths, I feel. *ben they
will teIl approtiate its twits, and
pimp to Nemo. OAF ptudeianey In
ins flesling art by requiting a knowl
adds of a prilluiplo so nvueseaty tu Glom
in their proteatiou.
"Is will newer be a tali, for that would
be like decking common sense with a
ribbon; it will be the recourse of she
wise. rh., man abut up in his °thee
will find that he need no longer suffer
from uerveasnese the victim of Over•
work will 1 sin that within a few mo-
ments he mu be frvei fn tu wearthess,
and the fanner will cease to exchange
eel.- for patent tntehrines.
"ti,'aluii is the itihereance of men,
and slimed be jealou4ly guarded. With-
dross, while with it a man is rice,
though he be a beggar. This being
granted, it goes without saying that the
public should eagerly investigate any
new discovery that may be made in the
and healing, and Osteopathy, if thin
iaref ally tuvestigated, will surely com-
mend itself to the average person
While its methods area meleel depar-
ure from the principles which have
eretofcre been accepted as the basis of
aedical practice, if the matter is only
inked at without prejudice, and the
human body be regarded as but a cow
plex machine, k will be seen at °not
that Osteopathy is perfectly reasonable
and rational "
It seems the part of wisdom for the
young min and women to carefully Jo-
vestigite Osteopathy. It will pay to
consider this profession as a life work
If you have not given the matter a
thought before, and if you have no life
work selected, iii. a good time to make
arrangements to enter the Southern
School of Osteopathy. Other schools 0!
Osteopathy have determined to raise
the tuition, and ills a part of wisdom
for those who expect to study Osteo-
pathy to enter the present class. It yon
are Interested in the matter, the man
&gement of the institution will be pleas-
ed to give you any information desired.
Address, BOUTHIRN ECHOOL AND pi-
FIRM &RI' OF OSTio parity, Incorporated.
Franklin, Ky.
One good dose of Dr. Bell's Pine Ti r
Honey, on retiring, stops a cougb, re-
lieves croup or cures a cold, and insures
quiet rest and refreshing sleep. It is
harmless. Babies love it; all mothers
who have used it recommend it. Good
druggists sell it.
Public Sale.
will Bell at Pablic Auction, to the
highest bidder, at my place of residence
in Ohristian county. near E tweeds'
Mill, on 1UESDAY, NOV. 28, 1699, a I
my stock, farming implements and hay.
My stock consists of mules, horses, coes
and hogs.
Terms-All sums of $:0 or under cash,
all sums over $10 on a credit of six
months without interest.
det-wt G. W. BOWLES. •
MATRIMONIAL BUSINESS SLOT
The records at the county clerkli of-
fice shows a notable decrease in the
matrimonial business. November and
December are the busies( months Of the
year in this line. There has been all•
trig ft of more than 50 per cent
the hoenses issued last year.
Hughes' Tonic.
Imoroved. Palbtable.
Splendid General Toile
If "ru n-down,"- 44playrd-nut,"-
111'1 what tiu uped, list motel'
hPalshy
YOU will feel boiler dist rtentld
duo, Try II,
Better Than Quinine 'Immo(' lt
Regulates Liver and Bose's.
Invigorates the Whole System.
it will do the work--no after
depression, no ear buzzing or
deafneee. CERTAIN cure for
CHILLS and MALARIAL FE-
VERS. Gueronteed. At drag-
glen. Don't ace ept any substi.
tute. 5043 and $1.00 bottles.
14 or sale by-
It is estimated by competent judges
that the Kentucky turkey crop this year
will be thirty per cent larger than that
of last last year, says the Paris News.
The dry season has been favorable to
the young turkeys and the loss by dee
ease common to the
been small.
tacky and the large crops reported in
the West are likely to make the prices
rule somewhat lower, perhapsetban last
year. The stock is unusually fine.
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lini
ment cures rheumatism and neuralgia
T TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all druggist
CRISP
Stories of Hopkinsville
Happenings.
NOTES ABOUT PEOPLE.
Items of Interest Gather-
ed By Reporters
At The News
Centers.
MACEDONIA MARRIAGE.
From saturtho '8 .
Marriage licensee were issued by the
clerk yesterday to Mr. Samuel M. Wood
and Miss Hymen& 0. White. They re-
side near Macedonia. lhey will be
j dried in merriage Sunday afternoon at
2 o'clock by Rev. G. W. Davis, of the
()Inlet ian ch ut ch.
GOES TO NASHVILLE.
rom Saturday's daily.
Mr. Jas. M. Howe left yesterday for
Nashville, vihere he will engage in the
jewelry business. His family will fol-
low at a later date. Mr. Howe is well-
known to the jewelry trade of Nashville
and will no doubt be successful. His
many Hopkineville felecds regret to see
him leave this city.
IN THE THOMPSON BLOCK'
Mr. 0. K. Wyly has adjusted his
losses with the insurance companies on
his drug Wick, the settlement on the
cigar factory still pending. He has re-
moved the damaged stock to the Thomp-
son block,next door to the Bank of Hop-
kinaville, where it will be sold. The
old stand will be remodeled throughout
preparatory to its occupancy by Mr.
Wyly.
A METEOR PARTY,
Miss Susie hloCcmb, of Trenton, ten-
dered a number of friends a meteor
party Tuesday evening. A feature was
the Dutch supper toured at 12 o'clock
by the young gentlemen. Mi.. Susie
Waifiald, Mrs. John Carter and Miss
Oecil Holloway, of Hopkinevtlle, it.
tended from here.-Olarksville ()miner.
THE TURKEY.
I' WALTER BAKER & CO.'S
: Bredkfast Cocoa
TRA064•ARK.
Costa less than One Cents cep.
Be sure that the Package bears ear Trade-Mark'
A PEW Fist Po, Nittltist, Mos.
'WALTER BAKER a CO. Limited.
Estatellidaed 1790.
DORCHESTER. MASS.
4
4
Special Attention Is Called
TO A FEW OF OUR
Remarkable Low Prices In
Clean and Desirable
Dry Goods.
Dress Goods Department.
3 pieces only, Fancy all wool Novelty Dress Goods, worth 35e, for 17e
2 pieces only Yorkshire Serge in Fancy Stripes. worth 20c, for 12 1-2e
VPnitians Cloth in Fancy Patterns, worth 20c, for  12 1-2e
All wool Plaids, worth 75a, for 
50o As 75c red and blue wool Dress Goods for. 35e and 50e
47 inch Black Crepon, worth 1 00, for 
 
75e
19 inch Fancy Plaid Waist Silk, worth 1 00 for, 65e
19 inch Bleak Corded Taffeta, worth 90c for 480
Staples and Domestics.
36 in. Percales, new. wor. Sc for be. Plain Grey Outing Cloth, 10c for 74
Fey check outing cloth," 8c for 5c. Yd. wide Domestic, worth be, for 4e
Underwear Department
About 4 doz Children's Soiled Garments, worth 15e to 50a for. 10a
Children's Jersey Ribbed Fleeced garments, worth 16 to 50e for 10 to 27e
Boys heavy fleeced garments, same as men's 50c grade, for 25s
Mena heavy Ile garments, worth 60c, for. 33.
Pia-Specia1 values in Ladies and Gents Underwear.
Blankets, Etc., Etc.
Extra size Cotton Blankets, white or grey, worth 65c for 60a
" "all-wool " a " or red; worth 3 50 for 3 00
5 yd percaline cold bordered Shirt Patterns., worth 1 00 for 50e
r luny stripe Shirts, assorted colon, worth 1 00, for 79e
1 lot 10c Misses Colored and Black Hosiery for Sc
Cloaks and Wraps.
These goods must be seen to know their value. Don't fa to in-
spect our stock before buying Dry Goods elsewhere. We have many bar-
gains for you.
ROYAL DRY GOODS Co.,
Wholesale & Retail. Hopkinsville, Ky.
 t, e
F. V. ZIMMER,
Attorney-at-Law, 
IIspecial attention given to collectioas
Will practice in courts r.f Christian end ad-
joining counties. °me. Webber Slott
back of Court House.
Oesteopath3r.
All Curable diseasesueessahnly creak=
without the use of drugs or hullo.
Jim. Oldham, D. O.; Mrs. Lola E. Old-
ham, D. 0.; Mrs. Jost. It. Greg , D. 0.„
graduates American School of thy.
Kirksville, Mo. Corner Ista sad Libetty
streets. No. all. coast/Issue& and examina-
tion tree
Why Not Buy Monuments
'I he laegyeoi:,esfoc:wolisjiheane And Tombstones at Home,
Saving extra freight, agents' commission
and have the best of work
tor AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE. PRICE.
You will find yourself well paid by dealing
with the home shop. Yours truly,
ROST. H. BROWN
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neat Choppers
Sausage Grinders
Sausage Stuffer,
Ili Majestic Ranges
ita5sob
fritiiNog..
rn
AND CHEAPER COOK STOVES.
Round Oak
HEATING STOVES.
Air Tight Heaters
FOR WOOD AND COAL. ,
PARKER, SMITH AND OTHER standard maleis of hammerless
and hammer shot guns. Black Powder and SMokaless Powder
Loaded Shells. Careful attention to orders for special loads.
FINE RUSSIA LEATHER and Heavy Duck Leggins.
RODGERS' RAZORS.-A full line of this celebrated
Razors on the way. Be here by Thanksgiving.
WANT A GOOD GRATE that will throw out twice the heat your
old one does with half the mil? Let us take out your old one
and put in a genuine Radiant Grate and you will get it When
you punch the ashes out. they go up the chimney instead of up on
the mantle. Increase the warmth and reduce the coal bill.
brand of
Forbes & Bro.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
liobinson-Pettet Co., (Incor. inijoe'•ei :041* is• • r•
porated.) Louisville, ky. .11,21%
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HE NEW ERA
tett En efatihk'ses
NV MSS, Pioddsil.
Syriet :—New Era Building. Semi*
Skeet, near Main, HoOnnirrilk. Ky.
111.00 A YEAR.
attestved at tie wowing* in Raisin/vine
meemadealass man inasser
Friday, November 24, 1899.
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„. "kli'eeisee M. Louis Repaints.  1 Te
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Wemitystimlohe-Deasocrai. 
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us Dispatch  Ise
Jouraas   10
Oeurter-Journal... 10
York Worm   Ito
Mee wieh any usagsatee
sr in use Uulhadlthato•
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00EI1LT DIRECTORY.
01110Urr GOons—Eligainder lain..
mad Dm* Mender and lisp
iaULt Gonav—Sesend Monders
April, July and Ocasenr.
Pinnu. PIM Tuesday ta April
endOrsteher.
otlirrr Oamm--Pixst Monday in every
Meath.
Federal odlokholders whet tailed is
mairitmes is the Ohio eampeign tend
labor the civil swim law was set at
netegin In permit the Repatilirea man-
• So elelliatIliesee with them may
Mesa any day Sobs visited by Han-
na's angel of death.
Oa Debby, member of the Alger
meat investigation and of the Philip-
pine commission, 1* about to receive
anslithephus for his sepeseviescy eo
the adedwithraties. lila sea y1118030
lO're bisIsaiah. posing, in the Cid
nem meths servios Se swept a mach
!Meer job in the motor service as
News hen Tampa, Pla„ Oates that a
' My eiger eradicate hes bees famed
Ties sew Havana- Amnions eseepsey
will have a capital of lifidee,1110 COMA
atos Meek and 01,0$11,000 peahen& ha
Mee* Is is redoes smispeellthe and re.
BIM She soosequel miteasem
Mory st bonmoleat bodies Is.
Aa Imam la Wipe tallow, the
Ms so lie logalltalles of gold.
Mew timi pate of essiteept la low
lesegb se sake it pee, geld is impaled.
' Miss espies' sees its way deer le sake
a large wet, wages are increased.
When there is sedum bo be made,
slither gold or wages are utilised.
The treasurer of the) United States
in hin reoent report that the retir-
ing at about $9,000,000 of treasury notes
involved no coatraotion of the currency,
the elver dollars paid out for
either remained in circulation or
were used me the basis for an issue of
Atm serlidlostes. Elsewhere he says
Mi Ids report : "As the rolioni of gov-
ernment paper is rest:Wed, the tress-
' my is obliged to decline requests for
mem or oertilionees exempt for redemp•
lima or szahange ia kind."
e—.5--plated Anglo-Saxon al-
• has drawn attention from our
Salallo• Aseortosa alliance. The Sultan
etTurkey was regained to pay $100,-
000 Aineethan Malmo due American
missioaaries for property destroyed by
Todd& sobliers. Our winither M Goo-
stmelnepla says Ms shim has not been
pad. The rem. is alleged to be be-
▪ of the frisatUy offices of the rul
EMI of Turkey in making • loyal Amer-
Mee Mises at the Saban of Sulu. The
sakelonary societies responsible for the
Athenian smears plank in the Re-
gabbles& platform are experiencing the
Wean of the march of civilisation.
The coated between the people on
ea lb.... hand and the money power
set the other was clearly foreseen by
Presidene Lincoln when he warned us
OM the purpose of the struggle was to
pellenre a eoneraction of the money vol-
.
people were not fully alive
when he inscribed the
felliewlisg: "If a government contract
debts with a certain amount of money
So steulaihm, and contract the volume
ef money before the debt is paid, it I.
the most henioue crime that a govern-
ment eon omunit against the people."
le le clear that to contract the volume
of money will necessarily affect the peo-
ple flueugh debts. The money oligar-
*by epprebeaded by Lincoln was not
unaware Of this edition, and it was
sitereely laboring and rosiving to bring
.11•••••••.-
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ACTS GENTLY ON THE
KIDNEYS, LIVER
AND BOWELS
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shoat this my thing of which our ex-
president had warned us.
Dearailoe Panel Be came
by iseal sPOOStiotie, as they cannot
nook the diseased portion of the; ear.
TENNI, Only one way to cure drafted',
and OM is by constitutional; remedies.
Deelsew is sawed by an inflamed con-
dttisii of She mucous lining of_the Etta-
Mahlon Tuba When this tube gete in-
flamed ywa have a running sound or
bowfin* hearing, and when it is en-
tirely closed deafness is the result, and
unless the Inflammation can be taken
out and this tube restored to its normal
esstlifton. hearing w1,1 be destroyed for-
ever ; nine cases out of tea are caused
by catarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any otos of Deafness (caused by on-
tent%) that can not be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Ours. Send for circulars, tree.
F. J. CHENEY & 0)., Toledo, 0.
Sold by Druggists, 750.
Hall's Family Pills are the beet.
The face should be borne in mind by
Ike people that if trust combinations
have the power to fix the prioe of their
products they also have the power to fix
the wages they will pay their employe*,
as well as the prices they will give to
she producers of the raw material.
A man talks about owning his busi-
ness. But, as a matter ef fact his busi-
ness owns him. His whole life is regu-
lated by the demands of the business
The time at which he rises, his break-
fast hour, the time given to meals, are
all determined by balances obligations.
He rushes through lunch because he
"can't mare the time from business" to
eat leisurely. He won't lake a rest be-
came he is needed at the store or offfoo
He lain face an absolute slave to busi-
ness. The results which follow this
gloomy weft be seen on every hand.
Men dyspeptic. irritable, nervous, with
drawn tam, and hollow eyes, sit at the
desk or slewd behind the counter until
they collapse in a IS of sickness, or are
Sake. away by heart failure. Those
who marmot escape the exactions of
badness will find a friend in Dr.
Plaroe's Golden Medical Discovery. It
strengthens the stomach, increases the
melon of the, blood -making glands, in-
weeding the vitality and physical vigor.
It makes men strong and prevents those
badness break downs which so often
Setaalasee fatally.
The face there are over three hun-
dred million" of dollars in gold in the
U.S. treasury is regarded as an evi-
&nee of our unexampled prosperity. It
shows nothing but an unexampled in-
crease in our burden of taxation—so
much less money in circulation. A na-
tion is not prosperous when It la requir-
ed to pay all its circulating medium on
annual taxes.
Tha tin plate combine is a good ob-
loot to kick at In pealed against the
Joist deolaratise of Banaters Hanna and
Alaimo that there are no trusts, only
"%NAM. et serpebee." This invisible.
maatenimest "beelasse easelrpetee" shall
own 10$ mills la Oetobee, INC throws
See ofemploymeas thomaide at wash.
Bea, sad seams then a Ws of ever
1100,000 Is wages per sea* el flu be.
Paalai of a hard winter, with Mr,
Mann's soil relied $O esaN a tee.
Mark the beaeroleal osesegaseees
There is an sztumbiteas advent* in the
pies et sin plate by the arbitrary com-
mand of the company. This reacts
epee the canning industry in this way,
to oils one familiar instance of many:
The price of three-pound boxes for to-
matoes has risen to double the former
rate, and as a consequence there has
been a decline in the demand for toma-
toes. This reacts upon the farmers and
gardeners. Stretch this over the entire
awning industries, covering all of our
pawned vegetables and fruits, as well
as =saes and fish, and deduct a few
trivial millions from our export trade,
and you have the total effaces of this
one "business enterprise." Multiply
this one trust by a thousand others, and
the grand total may be sufilcient to bay
magnifying glasses for Messrs. Hanna
and Allison to see an occasional trust.
WHENCE TRUSTS.
All eorts.of exctees and apolcg4es are
made for Ohs existence of —Trusts," but
the true source, origin and parent of all
tamale litte in an inadequate supply of
money. Political economists are agreed
that all dollar' of actual money may
'safely do the work of from ten to fifteen
dollars, but we are making that dollar
do the work of over 900 dollars. The
actual figures, based upon the date fur-
nished by the government, the agency
reports and statistics of prosperity fur-
nished by the gold standard newspapers
are $1113.36 of business one dollar °apt-
taL
Our entire gold Mock is $ 730,000,000
Our satire silver stock is 6110,000,t)00
Total actual money 11,880,000,000
Upon that actual capital we are doing
a business, including all of our public
and private indebtedness amounting to
over 125,000,000,000, which that money
must pay, amounting to PUS I , 280 ,000,
000. AU this business is practically
based upon the gold standard because
the actual amount of silver money in
circulation is over $137,800,000, which,
including 6-cent niokles and copper pen-
nies amounting to $34,000,000, leaves us
about $001,800,000. It is impossible to
multiply out stock of money fast en,ugh
to satisfy the demands of businese and
hence the makeshift of individnal credit
money, such as stocks, bonds, checks,
promissory notes, bank notes, etc etc.,
which are all certificates of indebted-
ness and mast be paid by some one. It
I. upon this credit money that trusts
are based, and Mare can never be any
cure for the trust evil until we have
sometime to our circulating medium
sall).Ment to make them unnecessary.
Walk gold this can never be done, be-
anies the metal Is essentially migratory
and seeks the greatest creditor, which is
England. We are the prcducers and
eannot become a creditor nation, for
Ii the only badge of a creditor, more-
over we have withdrawn from our pro-
ducts the most valuable of them all—
silver--and permit the non-producing
nations to absorb it all at a cheap price
and sell it back to us at the gold stan-
dard value.
• trust is a monopoly possessed of
despotic power in the matter of regulat-
ing the supply of a commodity, fixing
its price and determining to what ex-
tent it will fleece the people. Its object
Is gain. The feandation of a plutocracy
has already been laid through the mul-
tiplication of trusts. The Republican
party has started. its defence of trusts
by contending that there are good
trusts and admitting that there are bad
ones. They will defend the good trusts
and fail to discover any that are bad.
Their position reminds us of the Kansas
man who said there was a different:, in
whiskies, bat there was no such thing
as bed whisky.
eeeeees-
DEATH
TAKES VICE
PRESIDENT.
(Special to New Era.)
PATERf3ON, N. Y., Nov. 21.—Vice-
President Garrett A. Hobart is dead.
The end came peacefully at 8:10
o'clock this morning.
The death, while causing the deepest
sorrow everywhere, was not unexpected.
For weeks Mr Hobart had been prac-
tically dying.
The burial will take place Saturday.
Full arrangementa for the funeral have
not been completed.
This city Is in mourning.
Messages of condolence and sympathy
have been received by his family from
Prerident McKinley, Senator Hanna
and hundreds of others.
Mrs. Hobart is prostrated with grief.
Gillett Augustus Hobart was born at
Long Branch June 8, 18.54, and was
therefore in his 56th year. He graduat-
ed from Rutgers Gallego, and studied
law with Socrates Turtle, being admit-
ted to the bar in 1865. He married Mime
Jennie Turtle, his preceptor's daughter,
and their life has been singularly felici-
tous.
The first public office held by Mr. Ho-
bart, was that of Oily Counsel of Pater-
son, in 1871. In 1572 he was elected
Occlusal of the Board of Chosen Free-
holders of Passaic county, but declined
re-election. In November, 1872, he was
elected to the General Assembly, as a
Representative, was re•elented in 187$
and chosen Speaker. He declined a
third term, but in 1876 was elected State
Senator, re-elected in 187$1, and in 1881
was elected predident of that body. His
servioes were conspicuous in all the ses-
sions.
He was chairman of the Republican
committee of his Stile, from 1880 to
1891, and a member of the Republican
National committee from 1884 to 1896
He was repeatedly invited to accept the
chairmanship of the National Commit,
tee, but declined on account of private
business.
Mr. Hobart was nominated and elect-
ed as VioePresident of the United
States in 1096. •
A SAD DEATH.
Fr0401 Tuesday's daily.
Mr. Atha A, Gotton, of Paella county,
Teem, same home last week to ?Wit hie
talber,who live* live solve north of this
oily ea the Madisonville road, It was
his Atm visit lo hie paresis1 hose slam
he lett hiss years art, Soon diet hia
arrival be was &smoked with spieal
meningitis and died this morning. His
wife in Texas has been notified of his
death.
 
IMP 
The records of the ;war department
show that the whole amount of aid by
the government for its soldiery for all
purposes, including bounty, commuta-
tions and pensions, silica 1861 to June
80, 1809. is $41,658,000,000. The treasury
records show that the whole amount
paid to the creditors and bondholders
since 1861 to June 30, 1899, was $6,788,-
000,000, or more than twioe as much.
Commenting on the above facts, a con-
temporary truthfully says: "The
enormous sum paid in interest to bond-
holders stands out as one of the legacies
of Republican legislation, which
changed non-interest bearing green-
backs iuto bonds bearing 6 per cent in-
terest and running for thirty years.
This law was made in the sole interest
of a few money sharks in New York
and London. The greenback was good
enough for the soldiers who went to
the front, and no better money should
have been given the ,men who had a
corner on the gold of the country.
DISTRICT TEACHERS' MEETING.
Excellent Program Arranged-Christie@
County Will be Represented.
Christian county teachers are showing
considerable interest in the Second Con-
greseional District Teachers' Associt-
lion which will be held in Henderson
December 1 and I.
An etoellent program has been ar-
ranged. Mr. Livingstone hicOartney
will address the teachers on "Eines-
Sion versus Crime," and Miss Katie Mc-
Daniel will diocese "Educational Prog•
rem in Kentucky." Among other speak•
em are State Saperintendent Davidson,
H. V. McChesney and Hon. T. 0. Flour-
nay.
• rate of one and one-third fare has
been secured from the railroads provid-
ed as many as fifty tickets are sold.
Persons attending should buy a ticket to
Henderson and get a certificate from
agent that they paid fall fare. This
certificate, when signed by the secretary
of the Association, will entitle the hold
es to return for one-third fare.
All tesoliere, upon arrival, will be ex-
pected to enroll at the High School, re
°etre a badge of membership, have their
tickets signed, and be assigned to their
respective plac..s for entertainrsent.
Those who expect to attend will please
notify the Secretary, Miss Inah 0. Cie
bell, as once.
The official canvas of the Ohio elec-
tion returns, completed, shows Naila's
plurality over McLean to be 49,024.
Rev. Geo. W. Briggs, of Owensborre
has been appointed to the pastorate of
the Broadway Methodist church at
Paducah.
Atte
Using
Cuticura Soap
Face Humors
Pimples, blackheads, simple rashes,
red, rough hands, falling hair, and
baby blemishes prevented by Curl-
CURS SOAP, a sure preventive of in-
flammation and clogging of the Pores.
Sad threughout th• world Pow.' Deed awn Casa.
Yrepa. Hodes. tioutolressat f see Ileamor.,f,•••
BAPTIST MEETING CLOSED.
Seventy Additions the Result of Evaage.
list Sid Williams' Won*
From Tuesday's daily.
The service, at the Baptist church.
oondected by Rev. Sid Williams, the
Texas evangelist, closed last night with
a powerful sermon The congregation
was the largest that ever gathered at
the church About eight hundred peo-
ple crowded into the auditorium, Sun-
day school room and gallery, and many
were unable to gain admission. There
were five persons who presented them-
selves as candidates for baptism. In ell,
there have been seventy additions to the
church. Mr. Se illiams and Mr. Brown,
the harpist and sing i r, whose music has
been an erjoTable feature of the meet.
lag, will leave today for a new field of
labor, and the best wishes of all the
good people of Hopkineville will follow
them.
THANKSGIVING SERVICE.
All The Churches Will Join Their Con•
gregatioas At Lidos Tabernacle.
A meeting of the local ministers was
held Sunday in Dr. W. L Nourse's
study at the Ninth street Presbyterian
church. Among other matters relating
to the spiritual welfare of the commun-
ity that came up for discussion was the
programme for Union services at the
Tabernacle on Tnanksgiving day.
It was agreed that greater efforts
should be made to interest the public in
this meeting. A chorus of fifty or more
trained voices are to be organized from
the best musicians of the several
churches.
The services will be conducted by
Rev. Francis Lee Goff, the pleasing
duty falling to his turn by rotation.
CRAP GAME TRAGEDY.
A Negro Killed Sunday Eveuisg Near
Guthrie.
Another killing has occurred in Todd
county and again the victim is a negro
farm hand.
Sunday evening, on the farm of Dr.
Merimether, a few miles from Guthrie,
some Degrees were engaged in • game
of craps. Among those participating in
the game were Jim Henderson and
Fletcher Bradshaw. -
As the game progressed these two ne-
gems became angered, and to conclude
the menet, Bradshaw pulled his pistol
and fired on Jim Henderson, the shot
taking effect In tieudereott's swab, kill.
Lag him &ISOM ladaatly,
The sommet's jury vardial was in ac.
mediums with the above,
Bradshaw made his snipe,
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Furnishes Most Of Eva@sville's Thanks.
giviegyierkeys.
The dry weather this fall has been of
great benefit to raisers of poultry teethe
market. It is said that the crop of
Thanksgiving turkeys will be in fine
condition on this socenut and the sup-
ply will exceed that of last year fully 20
per cent. The cost to the consumer will
be about 14c a pound.
The greater part of the turkeys ban.
died by the oommissiou houses in this
city are shipped from the country
around Pembroke, Ky. The farmers in
that section make • specialty of raising
the large brown turkey, a species that
is superior to all other breeds in flavor,
appearance and uniformity of size. Be-
cause of these qualities, they are in de-
mend for the eastern markets where no
poor stock is accepted.
Some idea of the imiaense number of
turkeys and other poultry consumed in
Evansville during the Thanksgiving
season may be gained from the fact that
the Ohio Valley Produce company alone
expects te handle 100,000 pounds of tur-
keys and nearly 60,000 pounds of other
poultry. Large shipments of ducks and
geese have already been received and
consignments of turkeys will arrive the
first of the week.—Evansville Courier.
es. 
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
"Russell's Comedians," a sterling at-
traction, will appear at Hollaed's opera.
house on Thanksgiving Day. They will
give matinee and evening performances.
Manager Holland has engaged the
strongest popular price repertoire com-
pany on the road for a week's engage-
ment here, beginning at an early date.
It is the Van Dyke & Eaton Company.
This week the company is playing in
Owensboro, and yesterday's Messenger
says: "Long before the curtain was
raised at Temple theatre last night hun-
dreds had been turned sway unable to
get even standing room, and to an ob-
server it seemed that every inch of
available space was crowded. The com-
pany has gained in strength popularity
and drawing powers and it is safe to
say that big crowds will be in attend•
mice throughout the whole engagement.
The play last night was "Jack's Wife,"
and the strength of the company was
fatly brought out. The many special-
ties were up to the high standard that
made the company's reputation last
season Perhaps the most popular of
these was that of Klerk and Klerk, al-
ways favorites in Owensboro. Others
deserving special mention are the
dances of Miss 011ie Eaton, the vita-
t oope pictures and the clay. modeling of
Mr. Frank Wilson."
SPORT ON GREEN RIVER.
A party of Hopkinaville sportsmen
well-equipped with rods, guns, dogs
and bait have gone to Rochester for a
week's sport on Green river. The party
Includes J. M. Starling, Nat Gaither, J.
Sol Fritz, Jackson Tate, Walter Elgin.
Claude Clarke.
CHARGED WITH COW STEALING.
From Wedneodoty's
John Chilton eel., who is charged
with stealing a fine cow from Mr. T. L.
Graham, of ielasky, was arranged before
Squire W. S. Parker for examination
this morning. He decided to waive x-
amination and in default of bond of
$250, was remanded to jail to await the
motion of the February grand jury,
I STATE POLITICS.
Ot-I.DS BK TriElLE.
• Deboe, the wader, may be a good agi-
tator, but if trouble should come up, it
would take a posse armed with a sear
warrant to find this political accident
who seems to be spoiling for a fight.—
Nelson Record.
SOME CO iSOLATION.
There is one thing that the people of
Kentucky may feel ea.), eboot, and
that is that, no matter whether the Re
publicans or Democrats win the next
legislature, when they come t 3 elect a
snooeseor to Senator Lindsay, it will be
impossible for them to find so great a
cross between nobutty and nothing as
Deboe. —H st ler.
CHINN'S REWARD.
The Book Truss made • special effort
to defeat Hon. Morgan Chino, of Mer-
cer, for re-election because he was the
author of the Chinn Book Bill. They
succeeded, but he wilt have his reward.
As soon as the bill which bears his
name becomes a law, he will be made
President of the Kentucky School Com-
mission, and what he will do to them
will be a plenty—Glasgow News.
NO MONEY 1N POLI fiC.s.
Now that it is allover, PO far as the
voters are concerned, it wouldn't be
amiss first to get in a good humor with
your neighbor and then get down to
business. There ie bat little money in
politics tor the average citizen, but a
vart amount of vexation, if one will on-
ly go half way to meet it --Georgetown
Times.
--
TU1S aoos Ma IS PUZZLED.
We at this time have no idea as to re-
sults. If we read Democratic paters
only, we are filled with the belief that
victory is Ours. If the opposition sheet,
despair seizes upon us, and we are ready
to eschew politics in the future—Rich-
mond Register.
KEEP C(Y)L
Keep cool, boys, keep cool! Rest sm-
eared that the will of the people will be
respected. If Mr. Goetel ha's been elec-
ted Governor he will be inaugurated.
If Mr. Taylor has been elected he will
be inaugurated. That is all there is to
it. There is no occasion for trouble;
there will be none. There are a few
hot-headed fellows who are indulging in
intemperate language, but they do not
mean what they say. They are excited,
that's all.—Danville Advocate.
PEST CAMP IS CLOSED.
The deleatiou sump at *kWh Mall
pus patients have boon treated and pot,
Mai eltitteillit have been (tontine@ has
bora aloatici, the lest patient having
mowed and all the 'woess dienharyi•
ed. Tito camp was established t.y the
joint action of the city and county rep•
resentatives on July 14 Daring its ex
istence thirty-five Cases of small pox
were treated without a death amcng
them and one hundred persons detained
who had been exposed to the disease.
The committee will meet Monday to
audit the claims against the city and
county ince& nt to the maintenance of
the pest camp.
John 0. Meyers, of St. St. Louis, who
sent a challenge to Gen. Merrier and
all other French Officei; who bad a part
in th a Dreyfus prosecution, is nu t xpert
broadswordamau and all around ath-
lete. Me carried dispatches for the
JOHN C. MEYERS.
Germans in the Frantic-Prussian war,
when he was a stripling not big enough
to carry a gun. He won a fencing
championship against all comers in Si
Louis 1892 and won a prze for fencing
at Milwaukee the following year
cook('
Look at your tongue.
Is it coated?
Then you have a bad
taste in your mouth every
morning. Your appetite
Is poor, and food dis-
tresses you. You have
frequent headaches and
are often dizzy. Your
stomach is weak and
your bowels are always
constipated.
There's an old and re-
liable cure:
Y
PtIli
Don't take a cathartic
dose and then stop. Bet-
ter take a laxative dose
each night, just enough to
cause one good free move-
ment the day following.
You feel better the
very next day. Your
appetite returns, your
dyspepsia is cured, your
headaches pass away,
your tongue clears up,
your liver acts well, and
your bowels no longer
give you trouble.
Price, 25 amts. All druggists.
"1 have taken Ayer's Pills for 35
years, and I consider tbem the hest
made. One pill does me more yrs.!
than half • box of any other kind I
have ever tried."
Airs N. E. Taman%
March 30, DM. Arrington, Kano.
▪ -W• -"We -W --"V"-•
It Carries the ouvvoue.
"If I were you, I wouldn
against that post. You might
hurt."
The speaker was a policeman.j and
the person to whom his words were ad-
dressed was a young fellow who stood
under an trim awulug WEL otie hand
resting on an iron post which helped
to support the awning. The young
man jerked his hand away quickly.
'What's the matter with the post?"
he asked. "It looks all right."
-Yes it does," responded the police-
man, and it may be all right. But it's
Iron, and Its surface Is wet from the
rain that is falling. There are a whole
lot of telephone and telegraph wires In
the vicinity. One of them may be mIx-
aadkbIIber. Bess hop, 170 lbe , eel
ing at 08; 10011170 lbe , $11 90 ; 60(09(
lb., $8fi 80@1 90; 'roughs, 8 atkgs 60
Pena well cleared.
Choate =lag and butchers.
rib to — $4
Fair to good pasatait.19Gto we 4
Glood to extra ULM. No to urine . ▪ 5s56
rat shosits.10 to lev lb. soS90
Fat shosta.lid 110.*topus, eo to et las . -------------- 
.... 5010 00
Roughs, 110 to 400 M . ro
Sheep and Lambs—Receipt, today
Light- Marked ruled slow on all classes
at quotations.
Extra spring Lamb......,.,t*ood to extra shipp1. 
ran to noon . tieCommon te mediums .......
•
Stock Ewes
ed up with an electric light wire sonic- ist,00k „mee
ts
where and may also be rubbing tip
against some part of this awning. Un-
derstand? If it should be, the com-
bination would be one that, with the
water that is running down the post
as a conductor, would be apt to put
you out of existence. I've seen one
man killed in just that way, and I real-
ly don't want to see another. That's
all. Goodby."
Then the policeman walked off down
the street, leaving the young fellow
staring first at the post and then at
the wires overhead. But as long as
the saunterer remained under the awn-
ing he kept his hands away from the
wet Iron.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
Not Wasting a Job.
When the late W. E. Gladstone was
chancellor of the exchequer, one day
he was in the shipping department of
the government office getting some in-
formation and figures for the coming
budget. While thus engaged a Sunder-
land shipowner called to see Mr. Lind-
sey, the then member for Sunderland.
While waiting for Mr. Lindsey to
come in the shipowner got his eye on
Mr. Gladstone and was watching him
closely. After doing so a little while he
thus addressed him:
"Thou seetust a good writer and clev-
er at figures. I'll give thee £100 a
year, and that's an offer thou'it net get
every day!"
Mr. Gladstone thanked him said
he would see Mr. Lindsey.
Just then Mr. Lffdsey entered. Then
Mr. Gladstone told Mr. Lindsey of the
offer his friend had wade him.
Mr. Lindsey said it was a very good
offer, but he did not know if Mr. Glad-
stone could be spared. Anyway he had
better introduce them. Turning to his
friend, the shipowner, he said: 'Allow
me to introduce you to W. E. Glad-
stone, chancellor of the exchequer—Mr.
So-and-so, Sunderland." The/amaze-
ment of the shipowner cannot be de-
scribed. The Grand Old Man laughed
immoderately.—London Answers.
Willing to Compromise.
About the middle of the civil war a
freshly appointed colonel, with a new-
ly enlisted regiment, joined the Union
forces in the far south. One bright
October morning word was received
that a small detachment of General
Wheeler's cavalrymen was on the oth-
er side of the bill, and a force started
out in pursuit. The next day the Con-
federates were reported miles distant
in the opposite direction. The third
day the new colonel and a veteran
brigadier started out for a pleasure
ride. A mile from camp they rode in-
to the fugitive Confederates, who had
been circling the camp for a week. It
was a narrow escape, but they got
away unharmed.
After It was over the general to
the colonel. "Well, what do zul think
of War SUN?"
111 Wheeler In this neighborhood
ninth of the tinier replied the roleo
et evaairei,y,
"Ali the IIme Ito It hem there salt
ever/where, What do you think of
the proapeet r.
"Wen," answered the colonel Ole*
Ively, "I wonder whether the WWI
some way this infernal thing Sea be
comprotalsed!"—Ban Francisco Argo-
naut.
The Teske. Joker Abroad.
A story on the fraudulent conferring
of degrees is told in the Londe* Post,
which, while it may not be strictly ac-
curate, is not without Interest. It seems
that a chimney sweep took proceedings
against an Edinburgh man for debt,
and In the course of his evidence the
sweep mentioned that his name WAS
"Jamie Gregory, LL. D." The following
colloquy ensued between the witness
and the sheriff:
"What, doctor of laws or letters? And
where on earth did you get tint die-
Unction T'
"It was a fellow fm' an American
university. an I sweepit his chimney
three times. 'I canna pay ye cash.
Jamie Gregory,' he says, 'but I'll make
ye an LI.. D., and we'll ca' it quets.'
An he did."
Another mystery.
"The study of the occult sciences
Interests we very much," remarked the
new boarder. "I love to explore the
dark depths of the mysterious, to delve
Into the regions of the unknown, to
fathom the unfathomable, as it were,
and to"—
"May I help you to some of the bash,
professor?" interrupted the landlady.
And the good woman never knew
why the other boarders smiled &urn-
bly.—Chicago News.
The Old, Old Story.
Old Lady (reading a letter from her
son In colic-get—Ler' sakes alive! Je-
ster, if John hain't gone an done It!
An he warn't no band fer tl4e gals,
nuther!
lier Worse Half —Wut's the trouble,
Samanthy?
Old Lady—Why, he says he's fallen
In love with Belle--er—Belie Letters.—
Brooklyn Life.
All mechanical powers, the; erretlr,
lever, pulley, Inclined plane, ;wedge.
wheel and axle, were known to the
ancients and used in everyday life
FACTS FOR
FARMERS.
eotrievn-ex TOBACCO MARKET.
The following report Is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehoase :
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 1460 hhda , with re-
oepts for the same period 498 libds.
Sales on our market since January lit
amount to 137,254 hhds. Sales of the crop
of 1898 on our market to Skis date
amount to 134,138 libels.
Therihas been no change worthy of
note in our dark market. New, long
leaf, suitable for the rehandler, has met
with a good demand and had ranged
from $6 to $7 30 per hundred al000rding
io length.
The following quotations rIy rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco 1898
crop:
Trash 
'2°°t° 225Common to medium lugs.  25 o 8.00 
Dark rich logs, ex' quality 3 75 to 4.50
5 50 to 7.00Medium to good leaf 
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 8 00
00 to 15.00ISWrappery styles 
LIVi STOCK DIAIDDIT, 
R 'ported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards:
Louisville, Ky., Nov. lb.—Cattle —
The receipts of cattle today were light,
quality fair. Market ruled al-out steady
on choice grade*, while common and
inferior kinds ruled dull and were very
hard Lb sell at satisfactory prime.
Calves.— Receipts light. Market
steady. Choice vests selling at $5 254
itrirb:o7dbeixteit5brittir st7e,bt oisuertcoheluip:p0g iephroirinasmggm on kinds dull 
 
86000611,
steers, poor OOW5
4L K. 
butchers  
4 4 4
 
 
4 4 00
i'ounmon to medltud butchery._ 
4 IAlt
wags 
. I . 5218 :210 :I: 5402067)Veal 
Choice ingololedhsosonwoho ......... .. 1118688 01777r°5 76:4110464 (2624)5
C eeTeihpetsmart4dketay ruled ("a‘cb:tlivd"
bun taw
ei %stare
ef
kikipe and scalawags per bead 
Extra spring iambs
Best bummer lambs 
Tall
Fair to5 oa butcher lambs 
at
Glad Lost Mis Job.
There is &certain editor in New York
with whom the power of the daily prets
is such a hobby that he raised the eat-
ery of • subeditor who suggested a
"Sunday special" on "Famous Gradu-
ates of the Reporters' Room," and at
once assigned his best dressed reporter
to interview leading authors along this
line. It happened that Mark Twain was
In New York, and the editor counted
on him as a striking example of the lit-
erary value of newspaper training. The
reporter was ordered not to spare space
for the interview. Yet when the article
appeared Mr. Clemens' name was con-
spicuously absent. It was this way:
Mr. Clemens received the reporter
with his customary urbanity, though
he shrugged his shoulders when he
learned what paper the young man rep-
resented. As usual, Mr. Clemens was a
most elusive man to pin down to an in-
terview, but at last the reporter gath-
ered his wits and asked the question
which he meant should point his article.
"Mr. Twain." he asked, "to what
me thing most of all do you owe your
marvelous success in literature?" He
had counted on "my newspaper train-
ing" was the answer.
The famous humorist half shut his
eyes, thought a few moments in silence
and then said decisively, "To the fact
that when I was young and very ambi-
tions-I lost my job."
"May I ask what was your job, Mr.
Twain ?" exclaimed the puszled re-
porter.
"Certainly, sir, certainly," replied
Mr. Clemens, with great suavity, "I
was a reporter."—Saturday Evening
Post
Where's Tear Dead Spot/
Most people have doubted their eyes
when at some conjuring performance
they have seen a man run needles and
pins through both cheeks, evincing no
pain as he does ea In reality every per
• has hundreds of senseless specks of
skin all over his body through which he
could run pins, or even cut them out,
without feeling any pain. If some one
else were to do so when he was blind-
folded, he would not be even aware a
the fact Physicians call them dead
spots, and the reason that one man can
sew his cheeks up while another could
not is simply because the former hap-
pens to have many hundreds of these
spots in one place.
These dead• spots are caused by the
minute nerves which convey every sen-
sation to the brain being either absent
in these particular places or dead and
senseless. But should any one of our
readers allow himself to be blindfolded,
and then get one of his Meads to prod
hIm very gently with a clean Needle,
my all on olio arni, oot at every bon,
dre4 prielte be will feel only 'boot SO
or 70 at the meet
In the ether ems the needle wiii
have tottithett deed spots —einttlaaati
Inirtror,
• testiest Gnat% 11116,0•11141
An °dicta! who spits generally haws
what be Is talking about was dilating
the other afternoon upon the funny
hopelessness for all reasonable purpcaes
of many of the little creeks and rivers
for the "improvement" of which con-
gress is asked to appropriate money un-
der the river and harbor bill.
"When Grant was president.' said
this official, "he used to alternately
chuckle and fulminate against the ex-
penditure of good government coin for
the 'improvement' of measly little
streams that be himself knew 'mild
never be made fit for any human pur-
pose. There was a Virginian who, fail-
ing to get congress to stick in an ap-
propriation for the dredging of a little
stream down in his section, finally im-
portuned Grant in the matter.
" 'Let's see.' said Grant musingly.;
'I believe I crosaed that stream in 1864,
wasn't it?'
"The Virginian, who remembered
Grant's crowing of the stream, replied
affirmatively.
"'Look here,' said Grant after •
panne, his face lighting up suddenly.
'why don't you macadamize it?' "—
Washington Post.
Told of Daniel Noose.
"What- yer goin 1"
"Goin west, stranger."
"When yet goin?"
"Goin now. stranger."
"Ain't got no boat. How
ter git ercross?"
"Boat! Thank er crick like this
here's goin ter stop me? Goin ter ride
arose stranger."
He meant what he said, for the
speaker was Daniel Boone, and he sat
his horse, gun in hand, on the bldffs
where the custom house now teen& and
gazed across that "crick." the mighty
Mississippi, toward the west "whar be
wnz goin."
This was further back than the mem-
ory of the oldest inhabitant of Memphis
extends, but tradition says that it took
ten men to hold Daniel to keep him
from wading his horse across the Mis-
sissippi. —Memphis Scimitar.
A Bad Symptoms.
"Has George ever hinted that he had
thought of you as a poesible wife?"
asked the anxious mother.
"No." replied the girl. a faraway
look in her eyed, "and I'm afraid he
never will."
"Why," said the mother. "I
thought"—
"It doesn't matter what you thought.
mamma. dear," interrupted the daugh-
ter. "Only last night he complained of
feeling drowsy, and it wasn't 9 o'clock."
yet Bojo
Ill• Busy Ti,...
Mosely Wrage-1 never was so busy
as I am now, mum.
Mrs. Smith—What are you doing?
Moistly Wrags—I'm lookin ter a job.
—Baltimore Jewish Comment.
We generally are much more ready
to say that we cannot afford it when it
is a question of some one else rather
than ourselves being benefited. —Phila-
delphia Timer
BRIEF TELEGRAMS. /
Evangelist Moody is improving.
--
General Wheeler will remain in the
Philippines.
Special election, Dec 18, will select
successor to Evan Settle, late Congress-
man.
Redection on liquor tax will be asked
of Congress by Kentucky dealers.
Leather and hides of all kinds have
advanced, owing to the scarcity of raw
and manufactured material.
The time and place of the Republican
National League convention will be
chesen at a meeting of the tx^cutive
oommitteein Washington December 13,
The State Reform Schools at I exing•
ton are now ready for the reception of
rrisoners
Sixty five counties have sent in their
official vote to Secretary Chenault, of
tbe State Election Commission. ,.
1 0 ..0A• ;
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NLY ON
FOR SCROFULA.
S. S, Is the Only
edy Equal to this
tinate Bisease.
There are domain of remedies reconasnelided Sot
Scrofula, some of them no doubt betegskis to
lord temporary relief, but 8. S. S. is Asokutaly
the only remedy which completely awes it.
Scrofula is one of the most obstinate, drevemmod
blood diseases, and is beyond the mash at the
many so-called purifiers and tonics bemuse sellea-
thing more than a mere turtle if required. fl- fl• P4-
eeual to any blood trouble, and never fails to cure Scrofula, because it
a down to the seat of the disease, thus permanently elinalimiting every
.o of the taint.
he serious consequences to which Scrofula surely leads
uld impress upon those afflicted with it the vital fin-
ance of wasting no time upon treatment v hich CIA
stably effect a cure. In many cameo mite; e the wrong
tment has been relied upon, complicated glandular
tinge have resulted, for a hich the doctors insist that
ngerous surgical operation is necessary.
r. H. E. Thompson, of MitiedgevWe, Ga., writes: "A
case of Scrofula broke out on the glands of my neck,
h had to be lanced and caused me much suffering. I
rested for a long while, but the physicians were un-
to cure me, and my condition was as bad as when I
n their treatment Many blood remedies were used,
-ithout effect Some one recommended S. S. S , and
an to improve as soon as I had taken a few bottles.
nuing the remedy, I was soon cured permanently,
vs never h$. a sign of the disease to return." Swift's Speeifie—
S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
sa only remedy which can promptly reach and cure obstinate, deep-seated
, diseases. By relying upon it, and not experimenting with the variteio
. 
led tonics. ev., all sufferers from blood troubles can be promptly eareel",'
in . of enduring years of suffering which gradually but surely miderminr4.
ill • tiiation. 8.8. S. is guaranteed purely vegetable, and mover fan. t.
:.... ula, Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism, Cmtagious Blood Poison, Boils,
Pimples, Sores, Ulcers, etc. Insist upon fi S S.; nothing can take its phire.
on blood and skin diseases will be mailed free to any address by the
Specific Company. Atlanta, Georgia.
=tuba Thc Place
When in need of
anything in the Dry Goods line You
will do well to see my large and well as-
sorted stock, and you can always de-
pend on getting the best at the lowest
prices. The largest line of Carpets,
Rugs, Mattings, Linoleunas and Oil
Cloths in the city to select from. The
stars did not fall, but the prices on all
my Jackets, Capes end Collarettes have.
Now is the time to buy. I have a lot
of Jackets and Capes carried from last
season. The prices will be cut half and
some 'ess than half. An invitation to
all. Be sure you call. Respectfully,
T. ri Jones.
South Main Street. tiopkinsville, Ky.
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Men Want
E Correct Ties
WOMCRWant
Good Gloves.
When we tell you
that we handle Fisk,
Clark and Flaggs, and
Baltin and Bernheim-
er fine neckwear we
know that its enough
said to those who are
'acquainted with the
good brands of neck-
wear.
We have a great va-
riety in quiet and rich
and gay patterns. so
that every one can be
suited. The prices are
a little more than
some of the common-
er lines, but you get
in these the quality
and the correctness Of
styles
th
atvet.he others
d 
We receive regular
ly a shipment of the
latest novelties every
three weeks. The last
yes-
terday.
shipment came in 
We ask your in-
spection.
If you could know
of the care that is ex-
ercised t o prevent
poor gloves getting
into this famed stook
of ours, you'd un-
doubtedly appreciate
more completely this
glove service of which
we are justly proud.
Our buyer's watchful
eye a n d unerring
touch of finger stands
between you, the
wearer, and an un-
scrupulous manufac-
tures. Not a glove
goes into the stock
but what has been
subjected to severe
tests, and tis seldom
these tests fail in their
duty. However,
should they do so, and
you should get a de-
fec,ive pair, we offer
to satisfy you accord-
ing to all Kid Glove
Guarantees. —
Our stock embraces
all that's new and
good:
Gant & Slayden,
MAIN STREET.
Hopkinsville, - Ky.
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TWO
JAG Myer sod aims WINord
A Nor* Christie@ COOL
Prom Thursday's daily.
There was a quiet wedding of a big
ly cionneoted ample in the perlors
Hotel Latham as $ o'clock yeater
afternoon. The principals were
John Madison Major. a provost
young farmer of °bomb Hill, and
Addy Roberts Wilson, daughter of
and Mrs. I. B. Wilford, of Bow
Green.
The oneenteay was pr000unoed by
W. K Pinar La the presenoe of •
friends and several guests at the
W. Maim and Misn Wilford had kn
each other but a very short time.
tual attachneeat began with their
meeting. The bride has for
weeks been the guest of Miss Ida
loss, near Church Hill. Her wi
preeence and superior socomplia
made her • hod of friends in t
circles of South Christian society.
 Major le a sepliew of Mr.
Ge17. Of Ude city, a son of
James A. Major and a young
wide popularity. The best w
host of friends are extended
young couple.
NORTH CHRISTIAN COUPL
Mr. Alexander Davis and M
dred Boyd, a popular young
North Christian, were joined
lock at 9 o'clock yesterday ewe
the bride's Muse Rev. James
a Baptist wrinister, eillaisted_
a
of
at
THE TERRIBLE Y
CAN BE CUR
Tie Well Dews Pbysician and
FRANKLIN NILES, N. O.,. IL 8.,
cage, win seed 112.50 Werth it N
and Cements Treatises! Free
Katt if Our Aillieted Rea&
Drowning in the water of o
blood is a fearful death which
great discovery will sorely prey
certain are the results of this n
startling core for Heart D
Dropsy, that a course of treatme
be sent free to any reader of the
LT Kiterrucire New ERA togeth
full directions, testimonials and
lets. 'As Dr. Milea is well
throughout the United States
specialist in Heart Disease we
every one 'Bleated with w Of
dimwit of the heart to write at o
his new treatment and opinion of
one.
Hundreds of testimonials of m
workable cures will be sent on
lion. Caws oared after from
eleven physicians hadailed.
Mrs. M. B. Norman, or Rogers,
elan& CO., Ohio, says: "Dr. Miles sa
life by curing me of that awful d
dropsy and heart trouble; I suffered
bly." Miss Sophia Snowberg, of No.
Ave,. Minneapolis. testifies that "T
days after commencing to take treat
for dropsy it was nearly all gone, after
allopathic and two homeopathic ph
clans had failed." Mr. A. P. Colburn
Blessing, la., "Dr. lilies' Treatment
performed a miracle for Mrs. C after
leg burst from dropsy." Mr. 11. A 0
ea Mountain it., Elgin. UP, aged Ti,
thought to be incurable from dropsy, wh
reached to his lungs and caused 'moth
spells, cough, shortness of breath. He
ports: -I /ropey all gone; better every w
Mr. James Pinkerton, editor of the Russ
sill* Sun, Ind, writes: "Mrs. P. was gtv
up by three physicians. She owes her
to Dr. Males' skill. She now performs
household duties et sixty-five years of ag
Ethier, Calumet, Mich., states:
suffered Seriously for years from dro
rheumatism and heart disease. After
tag Special Treatment I gained Su .poun
and now aiwa35 feel well."
tilt,
hi-
wn
So
EBELS ALL
xcept a
tered
ROUTED
Few Scat-
Bands.
ROOPS WORN OUT.
merican Casualties In
North Of Iloilo.
OTHER LATE NEWS.
(0ablegram )
MANILA, Nov. 23.-With the ex-
ception:of • few scattered bands in the
mountains, the rebels are all routed.
Agninaldo's oapture is only a matter
of a few days.
Many of the American troops are
prostrated by hardships and Gen. Law-
ton has ordered up reinforcements.
MORE AMERICANS
ARE KILLED.
(Oablegram to New Era).
MANILA, P. I , Nov, 23.-In a fight
north at Iloilo Tuesday, four Amer'.
cans were killed and twenty-fire
wounded.
No details of the fight have been re-
received.
CAN NOT Go
To NASHVILLE.
:ereaci.o.r, TO NNW 1.11• ;
WASHINGTON, D. 0, Nov. 23 -It
Is announoed that President McKinley
will find it impossible to go to Nashville
to welcome the Tennessee troops who
have just returned from the Phiiippines.
COLOSSAL FRAUD.
No Mall Delivered to So-Called Ex-Slave
Pessioa Associations.
This office has received numerous in-
quiries ooncerniog the operations in the
Southern States of so-called associations
or assemblies, organized ostensibly for
the purpose of agitating the question of
pensions for ex-slaves and their descen-
dants, and of influencing Oongress to
MMUS legislation granting pensions to
such persons. For the information of
those interested the following statement
is furnished:
Frequent complaints have reached the
Poet office Department in regard to or-
ganization, bearing various names, and
claiming to have been formed and to be
working to obtain pensions for ex-slaves,
It was decided to institute investiga-
tion. Thorough examinations of the
methods and operations of the "Ex-
Slave Pensioners' Assembly," Madison,
Arkansas; the"Ex-Slave Mutual Relief,
Bounty and Pension Association" and
eVaoghan's National Ex Slave Pension
Association," Nashville, Tenn., devel-
oped that all teese concerns were ope-
rating through the mails systematic
Do not forget that you may have schemes to defraud. Under the pretense
coarse of this remarkable treatmentof working to obtain legislation in be-
free. Send foil address to Dr Franklilibalf of ex slaves and their descendants
Miles, S. E cor State and Adams Ste
tributicnus were solicited from such
'hicago, Ill Please mention Ibis
per none, and such contributions %hen
CHRISTIAN COUNTY CASE CONFIRM
Prom Thursday's daily.
The Court of Appeals yetterday con
firmed the judgment of the lower con
in the case of Robinson's Aclininistra
tors against the North British Insur
once company, appealci from the Ohr
tan county circuit court. The oo
held that an insurance policy on p
arty destroyed by fire after the prope
changed hands became void unl
transferred ea the books of the oo
pany.
PASSED THROUGH 110PKINSVILLE
From Thursday'keaui.
A 'pedal train of six cars ben
Governor Tanner and his staff and
number of noted men of Illinois, p
through the city yesterday mornt
about seven o'clock on there way
°halftones to be present at the
cation of the the monumental on
battlefield of Chickamauga.
ANOTHER apeman.
Crews Jos* sad Manage to Escape,
From Thursday's daily.
Fourteen oars of a Loainville
Nashville freight train became
Wheel while ascending Petersburg
Wednesday moratng, and ran
wards half a mile, colliding with
err freight.
The caboose was wrecked and
and ths engine badly damaged.
crews jumped and mopped injury.
Feared Disgrace.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER • j
BERLIN, Nov. 23.-A dispatch leg"
been received here stating that el"
Russian Minister of Finance, Mr. Is
Witt., has made an ineffectual altimo.
at suicide. The dispatch said that olis
Czar had instructed that the &negated!'
that De Witte had. been manipnlatigg
the Bears° to his own sdvantage be b.
vestigated. It is said Shut many Ida
financiers and officials of the Renege
Government are implicated in tbe
dal.
Inquiry at the Russian Embassy hose
reveals notbiug regarding the report
It iii ated that M. Ds, Witte and it
Maravir ff, the Minister of Justice, erne
has been ordered to investigate the ef.
fair, are not on the best of terms.
(lather Near Kimberly.
[CABLEGRAM TO NOW ERA .1
OAP E TOWN, Nov. 28.-The Baum
are fortifying Belmont, on the ralledad
below Kimberly. preparin,, to nodes
General Methuen. News of the re-oo-
cupetion of Nam, Poore by the British
I. received hare. The town is an es.
portent point on the railroad from De
Aar to Port Elizabeth. The Boors Moo
suspended operations along the Sea-
eta Free State border wish the design
of concentratiog at Kimberly.
YAL
IkkingPowder
Ro 
Made from pure
Tarn C_
. afeguards the food
against alum.
I
Alma balatpanoviders ase the reatest
menewass a a &a mint day.
INOWS POW.", verw.
BURGLARS
Raided Jones Dry Goods
•
Store Wednesday Night.
DARING ROBBERY.
Valuable Merchandise
Stolen From Shelves
And Cases-No Clew
To Identify Thieves.
Frees Ttramilloyesplaily.
and mos& daring burglary
ouse-410111111111od in Hopkincrille was
distestreeed this morning when the em-
*yes of T. K. Jones' dry goods store
cease down to open up the house for
the day's business.
The front door of the large store room
at the corner of Main and Seventh
strias was unlocked and standing par-
tially ajar. The goods on the front
shelves and in the show cases were di.-
arranged and thee@ was every evidence
et a might visit from experienced
thieves.
Merchandise valued at remaking
over $100 was missing. The articles
mien oonaisted of several women's
tam made Mill, a large quantity of
underwear, skirts, hosiery and-jewelry.
Mr. Janes thinks that the burglars ef-
fected an entrance by picking the Wok
• et the front door. The theory of the
police, however, is that the store was
entered by means of raising the grating
en Use crest oommunioaSing with the
cellar, and passing through the cellar to
the dry goods department.
There is alssoluvily no clew as to the
identity of the thieves. The articlei
were Rmoved from the bazars and oases
in order to destroy as far as possible any
him that might be of (Novi:* to the po-
lice. A aloes watch ha been instituted
by the police department and it is prob-
able that theatres of several suepicious
charaoters may lead to the diax.very
of the guilty parties.
•Nores /pour peopu
N. E. mania, of Naishville, is regis-
tered at Hotel Latham.
H. G. Lock and wife. of Clarksville,
see regenered at Hotel Latham.
A. P. Shofar& of Shelbyville, Teen.,
teat Hotel Latham.
B. J. Haase, of 0 coosboro, is 'stop-
ping as the Latham.
M. M. Bel, of Hamilton, Olio, Is a
Veldt as the Phookoz.
D. H. Arinetroag, of Cantles*
Spain" is stopping as the Phowerx.
H. O. Lewis, Et E. Miner and S. WU-
lisesaa.'of Lonlatile, are seem as the
Latium.
Mn. Eva Robb, of Hopkiesv We, and
Mrs. Tula terry, of Lafayette, who are
hare on a runs so their brother, Mr. J
O. Elesier. have net been in May field
before in shirty-live year., and are nat-
urally sarprumd at its growth. When
limy wore last here the place was noth-
ing bat a small village. and it has
grown ?Hull it is now a city of about
000 inhabisants.-Mayfield Monitor,
PATRIC/DE A LUNATIC
Mon Dorsett droogiot To Asylum litre
Yesterday.
Mall Thursday's daily.
,lb. negro who mur-
dered Ms teaser. Jobs Barnett, as
Omesebeme fiaostier, Was tried on a
writ of leuseoy yesbirdey. found to be of
sboosollmind, out brought to the
enylava her.
.11111111 Mod bin aged father with a
Wok* toblitag as obi man into mince
men
H. bad les& liedettod a three years
term In the pia for *booties Pete lbw-
dir. calmed
"e.....eeeeeneeellie -
11/1.011.101211..113WS.
Jones frees Elt. D.' B Oargile, of
Waebtos, L T. He wriees: “Four bot-
tles of Electric Hitters kiss cared Mrs.
Brewer of scrota* which had calmed
her great suffering for year*. Terrible
sores would break 016 on her head and
tees, mid the beet doceors could give no
bap; bin her ooze is complete and her
le ezeollest," This shows what
H... is have proved-that Eleatic
1111WIet Is the best bleed purifier known.
We She supremo remedy for ecesens,let-
Om ask rheum, ulcers, boils and mu-
skeg seem Is stimulates liver, kidney
MI bevels, expels pawn, helps diges-
tion. Wilda up the strength Oily 00
maw Gold by L. Elgin, O. K. Wy-
ly, R. 0. Hardwick, J 0 Cook and A.
-114 Itaraeos.
Hamlin Garland Weds.
011FINNAL TO law ERA./
Sr. LOUIS, Nov. SS -Mies Zalem•
Taft, &testator of Prof Don Carlos Taft,
formerly of the Untvareity of Illinois,
bee mow a resident of Hanover, Mo.,
sad Hamlin Garland, the writer, are to
be married today at the home of she
bride's fencer. Km Taft is the sister
of Lando Taft she soalpior, and has
devoted mach attention to art, having
studied abroad under Raphael Oolitaa
and bake Olivier Menton. She was a'.
110 a pepil of litsoMonnies Mr. Gar-
lead's aorta of western life, published
in book form, and in the periodieals
have been widely reed. He was blare
gaps 16. IWO, on a farm near Wool
Salm, WI.. where his patron., still
live.
Watson Escapes.
(10/TICIAL TO NNW ass)
MIDDLESBORO, Ky., Nov, 31 -An-
dy Watiss, the notorious monotone dee-
wade, slipped lois hoodoo*, and again
elleeped from prioIss.
A pear brass searching ler bin.
1011Pr
eyed were turned to the are of the
called vitt ere and member, of their
unties employed in clorical capacitta.
the promotion of this design copies of
trill introduced by request in both
ohm of the 66th Congress, 2nd seg-
o, entitled, "A Bill to Provide Pen-
ne for Freedmen," were freely circu-
late It does not appear that any ef•
ort was made by any of these organize-
s to procure the exectment of this
Ill into law, but in order to further the
plan of obtaining contributions from ex-
slaves, it was shrewdly stated that the
bill had 'vested two readings." This
fact, of coarse, had so significance what
over and there has never been the re-
motest prospect that the bill would be-
some a law.
The scheme. of these so-called associa-
tions, assemble, etc. are operated sole-
ly for the benefit of the officers and
others connected with them. Oontribn-
lions made and assessments paid to
thorn result in no possible good to the
goetribotors or persons paying such
assessments, but go to the officers in the
way of salaries, expenses, etc., for their
personal use.
These schema are flagrant frauds,
and should not be countenanced in any
manner. They can be of no possible
Naas to the people of the colored race,
but on the other hand, are used simply
as means of extorting money from uu-
tutored and inexperienced.
On August 11, 1899, a fraud order was
issued by this department against the
li-Slave Petitioner,' Assembly, which
appears to have been conducted by Isaac
L. Walton and otherr, Madison, Ark.,
and on September 20, 1899, a similar or-
der ws• issued against the Ex-Slave
Mutual Relief, Bounty and Pension As-
sociation, operated by I. H. Lhokerson
and others, Nashville, Tenn. Evidence
before this department also deal
showed the scheme operated by
Vanghan's National Er Slave Pension
Chrib Association, Nashville, Teun , to
be fraudulent, but in view of the fact
that it is alleged that this association
discontinued business some time ago,
and it receiving no mail of consequence,
a farther investigation barn been ordered
to determine whether tee issuance of a
fraud order in this case is now neces-
sary.
The effect of these fraud oriers is to
prohibit the delivery of Iii mail arriv-
ing at the poetoffice at Madison, Ark.,
and Nashville, Tenn , addressed to the
concerns against which they are issued,
and to cause such mail to be returned to
the writer, etamped "fraudulent."
Settle's Brother.
[Special to the New Era.1
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 23.-The
District Committee is in session here to
arrange time and place for a convention
to nominees a Democrat to succeed'
Oesgressinan Settle, deceased.
Frankfort will probably be chosen. a collision on the Baltimore &
James Settle, • brother of Evan Set- near here today, two brakemen
Ile, anaounoed himself as a candidate killed and several hurt.
to-day. The passenger' tromped.
PRoM '‘DAY To DAV, MASS 4CRES
N II AND BATTLESNATIONAL cOMMITTIII -National Dew'
Clerldici committee Will probably meet in
January.
-
NATIOJAL °MANUS -Washington, D.
0., has been selected as the place where
the next annual Conventiou of the Na-
tional Orange will be held.
-
SPLINDID SPORT.-The meeting of
the National Foxhunters' Assoeiation
at Estill Spring., in this State, was con-
cluded after five days of splendid sport.
---
BRANCH Linn-The Louisville and
Nashville has jut completed a branch
line to the Sumner county, Teen,
phosphate field., near Olarksville, and
a great deal of the product is being
shipped.
- -
LIBRARY reouelemisu -The librarian
of the Olarksville city library reports
that the institution is in a very flourish-
condition. It is now in It. sixth year,
and numbers about 2,00 volumes
Eighteen new members have been en-
rolled since Sept. 1, 1899.
---
OFFICIAL RzILAIN8.- Official election
returns have been received by Secretary
of State Finley from all the counties in
Kentucky except Jefferson and Elliott.
The State Election Commies:on is ee-
peeled to meet at Frankfort next Mon-
day.
- -
SPANISH WAR VETE ANS -The govern•
leg council of the Spanish War Veter-
ans has practioally completed Its labor.,
the rough drafts of the constitution be-
ing nearly in shape for use by the body.
The name agreed on is Spanish War
Veterans; the organization to be non-
partisan, and the discussion of practic•
al polities barred from all meetings.
A QUARANTINI.-The State Board of
Health held a meeting at Henderson
and decided to quarantine the town of
Uniontewn, alleging that there are sev-
eral hundred cases of small-pox in the
town. A proclamation was issued set-
ting forth stringent regulations for the
purpose of stamping out the disease,
which, Secretary licOormsck says, has
been epidemic there for several months.
NOT SC•11.1117.-Dem0Cratic leaders are
not much frightened over the talk that
Governor Bradley intends to call out
troops. They say that it Bradley car-
ries out his plans of having troop. at
Frankfort when State Election commis-
sioners meet, ths Oommissioners rn ill
refuse to enter upon the canvass of the
vote so long as soldiers are kept.
TO BUY swoans.-An organization of
women was perfected at Ohicago for
the purpose of raising money with
with which to purchase magnificent
swords for Gen. Fitzhugh Lee and Gen.
Joe Wheeler.
The people in every section are asked
to subscribe to a fund to be used in pur-
chasing for each of the officers named a
sword which will for generations be
held as sacred heirlooms by the descend-
ants of these distinguished citizens.
IN Jameneoe-The official figures in
the vote of Louisville and Jefferson
county were presented Wednesday by
the tabulators to the Board of Election
Oommissioners. They showed Mr. Tay-
lor's plurality over Mr. Goebel to be
3,422, and that the pluralities of the
other Republican State candidates, over
the Democratic candidates were from
300 to 601 lower. M: Nall, for Corn•
missioner of Agriculture, and Mr. Oonl-
ter, for A oditor,were defeated in Jeffer-
son county by smaller pluralities than
other candidate oo the ticket.
PENTTRIL1 GIRL'S FLAIL.-Mr.. Nancy
Huston Bank., formerly of Henderson
Ky., essayist and novelist, is at present
the good of Cecil Rhode. in the be-
leaguered city of Kimberley, South Af-
rica. She is there as correspondent if a
London paper, and is in company with
Miss Amelia leuesner, the famous 
miniatnre portrait painter of New York.
All three of these persons are on star-
vation ration.. Mrs. Banks has per-
formed the daring teat of getting the
only message out of Kimberley. As
there is $25,000 offered by the Boers for
Cecil Rhode.' head, it is feared by Mrs.
Banks' friends and relatives that she
and her companion, Miss Kanner, are
In danger. Herj father, Judge George
Huston, of Morganfield, is enrOute to
Washington, D 0 , to have the depart-
ment take steps for his laughter's
safety.
OEM AIN -Senator Jones, of Nevada,
t'hairman of the National Democratic
Oommittee, says nothing can stop the
nomination of Bryan for the Presiden-
cy.
Arran /SHER. -The annual session of
the Southern Publishers' Association at
New Orleans will discuss the question
of how best to suppress the oorreepon-
dents who make it their business to
send out sensational dispatches.
SAM JONES' STATE. -The State of
Georgia is tlittr'h worked up over a pro-
hibition bill which is to be put on It.
passage in the House of Representatives
today.
- -
WON'T RUN.-001. James Andrew
Scott, who was • prospective candidate,
haa announced that he will not enter
the race for Congress from the Seventh
district for the onexpirel term.
Vale Corporation To Meet.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
NEW HAVEN, Oonn., Nov. 23.-
°alls have been sent out by Anson
Phelps Strokes, Jr., for the new meet,.
Jog of the Yale Corporation. It will be
be held today, taking the place of the
regular November meeting, which is
usually held a couple of weeks earlier.
Al this time important action on the
plans for the bicentennial is expected
to be taken. Treasurer William W.
Farnam will submit his last annual le-
port and will practically retire at this
time, although he will nominally r -
main in offices Jau 1.
A Collision.
(SrsciaL To NEW ERA)
CUMBERLAND, Md . Nov. nil -In
Ohio,
were
Illinois Monuments.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ESA)
OBATTANUOLIA, Tenn., Nov. IS -
The dedication of the Illinois motle•
wants will take place today with ha.
posing ceremonies. The shaft is erect
ed en tho sight of Bragg's headquarters
Menelek Has Broken on Missionary Ridge. It stands 80 feethigh, weighs 600,000 pounds and his
five bronz:, figures on the rides. The
Orchard Knob monument is as imposing
and is surmounted by the figure of •
soldier carrying the flag of an Illinois
regiment. The program for the day IA
about as follows: The procession will
form at 9 o'clock this morning and
march from Ninth and Maaket streets,
Chattanooga, to Orchard Knob, where
exercises will oommenoe at 10 o'clock.
H. E. Rives, of Paris, II., will call the
assemblage to order. Mejor James A.
Oonnolly, of Springfield, will presen
the monument to Governor Tanner,who
will accept it on the part of the State of
Illinois, and in turn present it to the
Ohicameuga National Park commission,
Gen H V. Boynton, president of the
commission, making the address of no
ceptance. Senator Onllom and former
Governor Aitgeld, of Illinois, will thee
make addresser. The banquet in the
evening will be held in Ohattanooga
Adj -Gen. Oorbin and Pen ion Oommis•
stoner Evans are to be among the
speakers.
Out Again.
40,000 WARRIORS
Famous Fighting King On
Warpath,
ONCE WHIPPED ITALY.
(CABLZORAZ TO NEW ER•.I
ROME, Italy, Nov 23.--Advices from
the Upper Nile state that King Mene-
lek, the famous fighting ruler of Abys-
sinia, is moving with his forces up the
valley.
Massacres and b Mies are inevitable.
King Menelek is at the head of forty
thousand fierce warriors.
The last war in which Menelek play-
ed a chief part was in 1890. Italy had
olaimed a protectorate our the whole
of Abyssinia. That country denied
Italy's right to control its foreign rela-
tions
Italy landed 25,000 men and on Sun-
day, March 1, 1896, the Abysinians, led
by their King, attacked the invaders
and succeeded in putting the entire
force to route.
Italy's loss in this battle was over 8,-
000 men, including many officers.
The complication was ended in the
autumn of 1886 by a new tree!'" under
which Italy withdrew her claim of a
protectorate.
HOW BOERS WERE
CALLED TO ARMS.
When war reemed imminent, the
field cornets of the Boer army rode
throughout the Transvaal, ordering the
farmers to arm themselves and reporteto
their various commandos.
D. Of C. Convention.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
RICHMOND, Ky., Nov. 23.-The
Daughters of the Confederacy are hold-
ing a State convention here today.
Many new chapters are reported.
AN IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE.
To make it anpareet to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the tiptoe:1 simply needs cleansing, is to
bring °orators home to their heart., as a
costive condition is easily cured by us-
ing Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the Oalifornia Fig Syrup Co. only, and
sold by all druggist&
\ Ante-Trust Law.
faP1C1AL TO NEW ERA.'
COLEMBUS, Ohio, Nov. 23 -The
Supreme Court on Nov. 21, fixed on this
as the ditto for the hearing of cases
against the Standard Oil and constitu-
ent companies. The point involved in
these cases is the constitotionality of the
Ohio anti trust law. This date prevents
Attorney General Monneit from appear-
ing in these cases when they come up
for a final hearing on their merits. How
ever he is preparing to have all the evi
deuce and briefs in the hands of the
wart fer his successor before he goes
out of office.
“Manchester Martyrs."
(Special to New EN• )
DUBLIoT, Nov. 23 -The usual serv-
ices over the graves of the Manceester
Martyre.will be held here and in Cork.
The so-called martyrs were Allen, Lao
kin awl O'Brien, who were executed
Nov. 23, 1867, for the killing of a police
sergeant who was escorting an Irish
pelitical prisoner to jail The evidence
against the tree men was flimsy, and
they were executed b canoe of the hie
and cry raised in England at tte time.
BOER noNuri ENT
AT PARDEKRAAL.
In Bel, after the English root arlefaj
obi Hill, the Boers of the Trate•vaal pro-
claimed their independence at Pardek
rase the scene of the convention that
led to peaoe with Great Britair, and
erected an obeliek in honor of the event
The Boers are very proud of their na-
tional monument
a .4%. a- c..) -.A.-1. I di..
son the i 17Ie ' . 3 AIMS ibeet
alfrasta re 
(sest
Joining Boers.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA1
CAPE TOWN, Nov. 23 -The Cape
Dutch are joining the Boers. The
threatening proclamations of General
Iler and Sir Alfred Milner have had
.n effect opposite from that Intended.
4
•
DIRCOF isitED BY A WOMAN.
Another great discovery has been
made, and that, too, by a lady in this
errantry. "Disease fastened it. clutches
upon her and for seven years she with-
stood its severest tests, but her vital or-
gans were undermined and death seem-
ed imceiuent. For three months she
coughed incessantly and could not sleep.
She finally discovered a way to recovery
by purchasing of us a bottle of Dr.
King's New Discovery for OonenmptiotO
and was so much relieved on taking first
doss that .he slept all night; and with
two bottles has been abecentely cured.
Her name is Mrs. Luther Lutz " Thus
writes W. 0. Ham nick & Co., of Shel-
by, N. 0.,,Regular size 50c and $1. Trial
bottle free at L. L. Elgin's, 0. K.
Wyly's, R. 0. Hardwick's, J. 0. Cook's
and A. P. Harness' drag stores. Every
bottle guaranteed.
Kentucky's Trial.
[Special to New Era;
BOSION, Nov. 23,-The Kentucky'.
official trial trip is to take place off the
Massachusetts coast today
Church a Pesthouse.
HEADQUARTERS, Ky., Nov. 23 -
There are forty cases of small-pox on
Stony Creek, this county. The church
is being used as a peethonse.
Boston' lerriers.
BO '.TON, Nov. 23.-The Boston
Terrier Breeders' Club begins a three
days Kennel exhibition at the Audi-
torium here today.
IN 1HE SHALLOWS.
Illy feet are In the Manse;
Sunk soft mid yytkor amatbk
The beads of yellow wassiddlia
Drip idly from an hands.
I watch the (.0111..11 dui"
The dimpling eddies Beck,
And gailwr shells Wight tiatall
citi le brow and neck.
match white. polished pebbles.
As. laugh, to catch a glance-.
Laugh hat k from gurgling ripples,
As to their time I donee
Afar the winds are hosting,
The t•Clows Map •nd mar;
They press in mighty transport
To Cam the sunset +bora!
Afar the shit* are sailing
Across the t•.. k1 blue.
I:oath skies whose stars us steasstaa
To lands I ever knew.
0 depths stirred drone in pasallowl
0 that tom and shine!
Ey feet are iii the *below,-
Would flod the sea were mine!
--rlirahelh Worth irg•ton Flake in Washington
HIS OWN PORTRAIT,
__ 
___ 
.•
Dow on Artist Palate a Picture et
iiiiaseit. 
.
It has been a comuiou practiee w tit
artists of all ages nial countries to
;paint their own pa-turets. 111111 at he
Uffizi T.-finery In 1-1,,ress-e earl be see a
inagnificetit eollection of portraits ,of
the world's great painters done by
themselves. It is a coveted honor to he
Titluvited to contribute one's own port It
to this collectiou e m. for uuust lie e I-
nent before this compliment Is paid: a
may be easily understood. painting
one's own Is-al-flan is a somewhat trou
blesowe task, for the painter must do
a good deal from memory, especially
If he puts himself hi nu attitude which
It is difficult ti - r..t1ect In a mirror. A
straightforuard portrait looking out of
the p!cture Is ofiviously the easiest to
manage, for the painter has only to
place the mirror In front of him to see
his model.
Triple and quadruple mirrors must
be employed when the attitude Is in
any way removed from full face. A
profile would be more difficult to see
for oneself, but a three-quarter; thee
would be no less so, as In both esters
the artIst"would Is. working from a re
flectIon of a reflection. which, to say
the least of It. Is a bothering condition.
The looking at oneself for a long
time is one of the strange and trying
conditions of painting one's own por-
trait. for difficulties and complexities
appear to grow the more one tries to
grapple with them. I,Ike the road to
the tired traveler, which seems to
lengthen as he goes. so the difficulties
of painting oneself appear to increase
rather than diminish the more one
looks at oneself.
Apart frotn painting one's one por-
trait. artists largely draw from them
selves. for it wan can morl ea' I- :is
sums, a partieular artitusle,, thrill gi t
another 't sin to do so. Then for de.
tails. such as a hand, arm, nose, eye.
the artist and a mirror supply all that
Is reqi.iresi. Another of the many tows
of a mirror is to reverse the work Our
lug its liwog:•esn, as reversing a dfitsv
log svi;1 oft, n reveal an a W If we rti Iiess.
want of I *ILI litm or faulty drawling.
welch mielit ntherwise go undeteseed
-Chi, ago N, WI. .1
Don't you wont to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop.
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pep
monis. For particulars apply tO
Henry C:Cant, - Pres.
J E McPherson. Sec & T-ea
R. W. HARRISON,i
Attorney-at-Ltiw.
Will practice in the courts of 101hria-
lien and •adjoining counties. °filets in
Seargent building.
HOPK INSVILLE, -
DR. WM. M. FUQUA,
SURGEON.
Gunerai and Special Office
ovet Planter's Batik, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
R. F. McDANIEL,
Physician and Surgeon,
Office McDaniel Building,
opp. Court House.
TELEPHONE / ResidenceOffioe 
 
910
878
MTIMITMTIMMIttrIttr
Young Men's
Nobby Suits
Are very scarce this season. The tre-
mendous business all over the country
has kept the market bare. Our orders
for these goods, placed months ago, are
just being delivered. Also our lines of
Child's Nobby Vestee Suits. and the lit-
tle Box Overcoats, ages 3 to 8 years
have bi en received this week. Our
stock all over our store is more com-
plete now than it has been any time
this season.
See our Pretty Grey Check
Worsted Suits With Double
Breasted Vests in Young Men's
15 to 19 yrs. at $10.00.
J. ILAndcrson&Co
4Agg & Richards,
Contractors and Builders,
Nri leo 'iv sPrwunfrirl
1E-Icorohl
Building Materials Of All Kinds.
Cement, Lime, Paints, Oils, Glass,
Estimates and Plans made on all
kinds of Buildit g.
MISS LEWIS TO MARRY.
Tbe engagement of Miss Lucile Mor-
ton Lewis and Mr. George N. Newman
Is announced. Mira Lewis is thedaugh-
ter of the Rev. John W Lewis, presid-
ing elder of the Louisville District W.
E. Ohnrch South. Mr Newman is the
city editor of the Evening Post. The
wedding will take place the latter past
of December.- Louisville Post.
Miss Lewis is a daughter of a former
pastor of the Hopkinsville Methodist
church. She is a bright and attractive
young lady and has many friends in
this city.
MARRIED IN MISSISSIPPI.
News has been received here of the
marriage of Mrs. Susie Beazley, of La-
fayette, this county, to Mr. Eeward
Carman, a Mississippi-river steamboat
man.
The wedding took place at Greenville,
Miss , where Mrs Beazley had been vis-
Sing her sister.
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This Kind Of
Weather
Should forcibly remind you of
your reeds in Fall Weight
UNDERWEAR
Now is the time to put it on. These cool nights and
damp days will give you colds that will last you all win-
ter, if you don't protect yourself. Our line was never so
complete. Any kind or price goods you may want, in
either Wool or Cotton.
Prices From 52.50 to 25c Per Garment
II in Neckwear, Gloves, Collars andNew Creations Half-Hose that will command your
admiration.
I Remember We are still selling any suit orovercoat at NET COST. Don't
buy until you see us.
THEllopkipvilleMeretntillOo
MAIN STREET.
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FElliALE MAIL•
That sounds more contralietory than
it is, when attention is called to its being
a description.of thc Lirgest mail reaseiveal
by any man in the United States exclu-
sively from women. Thip "female mail"
is received hy Dr. R. V.-Pierce, the cele-
brated specialist in women's diseases,
chief consulting physician to the Inca-
has' Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buf-
falo, N. Y.
It is only fair to my that it is not the
man that women write to, but the doctor.
One of the remarkable features of this
correspondepce is that years after a cure
has been effected, grateful women con-
tinue to write to Dr. Pierce. being thank-
ful for health and for the kind and
fatherly advice, which was blended with
the physician's counsel, and which was
so helpful in preserving the health when
repined.the offer of a free codsultation by let-
ter is extended by Dr. Pierce to every
sick and ailin,g woman. Every letter
received is raid in private, answered in
private and its contents treated as a sa-
cred confidence. To exclude any third
party from the correspondence, all
answers are mailed in a plain envelope,
bearing upon it no printing or advertising
whatever. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierre's Favorite Prescription. the
mat remedy for female troubles, irregu-
rarities., debilitating diming, infiammation
and ulceration, is for sale by all dealers
in medicine. Accept no substitute
which may be recommended as " just as
good" that the dealer may make a little
extra profit.
Dr. Pieroe's Favor-
ite Prescription
makes Weak Women
Strong and Sick
Women Well.
to tne be put Ms band on the airbrake
to lllustrate his meaning. and I looked
at him and thought: "You would be
just as much a hero in the same crisis."
Oh, in that religious discourse of the
future there will be living Illustra-
tions taken out from everyday life of
vicarious suffering - illustrations that
will bring to wind the ghastlier sacri
lice of him, who in the high places of
the field, (In the cross, fought our bat-
tles. and endured our struggle and
died oar death. A German sculptor
made an image of Christ. and he asked
his little child. 2 years old. who it was.
and she said. "That must be some very
great man." The sculptor was die-
pleamed with the criticism, so he gut
another block of marble and chiseled
away on it two or thrte years, and
then he brought in his little child, 4
or 5 years of age, and said to her,
"Who do you think that is?" She said,
"That must be the one who took little
children in his arms and blamed
them." Then the sculptor was satis-
fied. Oh, my friends, what the world
wants Is not a cold Christ, not an in
tellectual Christ. not a severely magi?
terial Christ, but a loving Christ
spreading out his arms of sympathy tc
press the whole world to his loving
heart
Skeet Seratenta.
But I remark again that the religious
discourse of the future will hare ta be
short. Condensation is demanded by
the age in which we live. No more
need of long Introductions and long ap-
plications and so many divisions to a
discourse that it may be said to be
hydra-headed. In otber days men got
all their information from the pulpit.
There were few books, and there were
no newspapers, and there was little
travel from plaee to place, and people
would sit and listen two and a half
hours to a religious discourse, and
"seventeentkly" would find them fresh
and chipper. In those days there was
enough ttme for a man to take an boor
to warm himrself up to the subject anti
an hour to cool off. But what was a
necessity then Is a superfluity now.
Congregations are full of knowledge
from books. from newspapers. from
rapid and continuous intercommunica-
tion and long disquisitions of what
they know already will not be abided.
If a religious teacber cannot compress
what he 'Althea to say to the people in
the space of 45,minutes, better adjouzn
it to some other day.
Tbe trouble is we preach audiences
Into a Christian frame, and then we
preach them out of it. We forget that
every auditor has so much capacity of
attention. and when that is exhausted
be is restless. That accident on the
Long Island railroad years ago came
from the fact that the brakes were out
of order. and wben they wanted to stop
tbe train they could not stop. and
bence the casualty waa terrific. In all
religious discourse we want locomotive
power and propulsion. We want at the
same time stout brakes to let down at
the right instant. It is a dismal thing.
after a hearer has comprehended the
whole subject, to hear a man say.
"Now to recapitulate." and "A few
words by way qf application." and
"Once more." and "Finally," and "Now
to conclude."
Paul preached until midnight. and
Eutychus got sound asleep and fell out
of a window and broke his neck. Some
would say, "Good for him." I would
rather be sympathetic, like Paul, and
resuscitate hitn. That accident is often
quoted now In religious circles as a
warning against somnolence In church.
It is just as much a warning to minis-
ters against prolixity. Eutychus was
wrong in his somnolence, but Paul
made a mistake when he kept on until
midnight. He ought to have stopped at
11 o'clock. and there would have been
no accident. If Paul might have gone
on to too great length, let all those of
us who are now preaching the gospel
remember that there is a limit to re-
ligions discourse, or ought to be, and
that in our time we have no apostolic
power of miracles. Napoleon in an ad-
dregs et seven minutes thrilled his
army and thrilled Europe. Christ's
sermon on the mount, the model ser-
mon, was less than 18 minutes long at
ordinary mode of delivery. It is not
electricity scattered all °ler the sky
that strikes, but electricity gathered
into a thunderbolt and hurled, and It Is
not religious truth scattered over and
spread out over a vast reach of time.
but religious truth projected in com-
pact form that flashes light upon the
seul and rives its Indifference.
Popular Diesels recs.
When the religious discourse of the
future arrives in this laud and in the
Christian church, the discourse whim.
is to arouse the world and startle the
nations and usher In the kingdom. It
will be a brief discourse. Hear it all
theological students, all ye just enter-
ing upon religious work. all ye men
and women who In Sabbath schools
and other departments are tolling fer
Christ and tbe salvation of immortals
-brevity, brevity!
But I remark also ttest the religious
dbseonrse of the futare of which 1
speak will be a popular discourse.
There are those in these times whc
speak of a popidar serrisc.1 as though
there must be souiettina wrong about
It. As these critics are dull themselves,
the world gets the Impression that
a sermon Is good in proportion as it Is
stupid. Christ was the most popular
preacher the world ever maw and, con-
sidering tbe small number of the
world's population, had the largest au-
dience ever gathered. He never preach-
ed anywhere without making a great
sensation. People rushed out in the
wilderness to hear him reckless of
their physical necessities. So great
was their anxiety to hear Christ that,
taking no food with them, they would
have fainted end starved had not
Chrtst performed a inintele and fed
them. Why dld so many people take
the truth at Christ's hands? Because
they all understood it He illustrated
his subject by a hen and her chickens,
by a bushel measure, by a handful ot
Lot. by a bird's Sight and by a lily's
iroma All the people knew what be
..e,ant. and they flocked to him. Aud
when site religions discourse of tbe
future appears it tell/ uot be Princeto-
Man. not Rochesterian. not Andoverian,
'not Middletoulan. but 011yetic-plain,
practical. unique, earnest, comprehen-
sive of all the woes, wants, sins and
.
straighten him out and smooth him
down and chop him off until be says
everythiug Just as everybody elle, sass
it. Oh, when the future religious dis-
course of the Christian church arrives
all the churches of Christ in our great
cities wla be thronged! The world
wants spiritual help. All e-ho have
buried their dead want comfort. All
know themselves to be mortal nail to
te Immortal, awl they want to hear
about the great tell you, my
friends. If the people of our great cities
who have hail trouble only thought
they coultk get practical and sympa-
thetic help In ties Christian church,
there would not be a street In Wash-
Ington or Naw Yolk or any other elty
which would be passable on the Sab-
bath day If there were a church on it,
for all the. people would press to that
asylum of mercy. that great house of
comfort and consolation.
Ecclesiastical Maastales.
a A mother with a dead babe In her
arms eatue to the god Siva and asked
to have her child restored to life. The
god Siva said to her, "You go and get
a handful of mustard seed from a
house in which there has been no
morrow and in which there has been no
death, and I will restore your child to
life." So the mother went out, and she
went from house to house and from
home to home looking for a plaee
where there had been no sorrow and
where there had been no death. but she
found none. ilhe went back to the god
Siva and said: "My mission is a failure.
You see. I haven't brought the mustard
seed. I can't find a place where there
has been no sorrow and DO death."
-oar says the god Siva. "Understand.
your sorrows are no worse than the
sorrows of others. We all have ottr
viers, and all have our heartbreaks."
laugh, sad the world istailw Ma you;
Weep, anJ you weep a:oor;
Foe the sad ol4 tens mule borrow Its mirth.
Rut bee trouble enough of 11.• own.
We hear a great deal of discussion
now all over the land about why peo-
ple do uot go to church. Some say It is
because Christianity is dying out and
because people do not believe in the
truth of God's word, and all that.
They are false reasons. Tbe reason Is
because our sermons and exhortations
ere not Interesting and practical and
helpful. Some one might as well tell
the whole truth on this subject, and so
I will tell it. The religious discourse
of the future. the gospel sermon to
come forth and shake the nations and
lift people out of darkness, will be a
popular sermon, just for the simple
reason that it will meet the woes and
the wants and tbo anxieties of the peo-
ple.
There are In all our denominations
ecclesiastical mummies Kitting around
to frown upon the fresh young pulpits
of America to try to awe them down.
to cry out: "Tut, tut, tut! Sensation-
al!" They stand today preaching In
churches that hold a thousand people,
and there are a hundred persons pres-
ent. and if they cannot have the world
saved in their way It seems as lf tbey
do not want it eared at all.
I do not know but the old way of
making n.'nisters of the gospel is bet-
ter-a cone liate education and an ap-
prenticeship under the care and home
attention ot some earnest, aged Chris-
tian minister. the young man getting
the patriarch's spirit and assisting him
es his religious service. Young law-
fere study eith old lawyers, young
physicians teeth old phyticiana. and I
believe it weirld be a great help if ev-
ery young mae studying for the gospel
ministry coula put himeelf in the home
and heart and sympathy and under the
benediction and perpetual presence of
a Christian minister.
KoligiOlia Awakening.
But. I remark again. the religious
ilscourse of the future will be an
iwakenliag sermon. From altar rall to
:he front doorstep. under that sermon.
in audience will get up and start for
ieriven There will be in It many a
taceata paanage. lt will not be a WI-
'aby. will be a battle charge. Men
will drop their sins, for they will feel
the hot breath of pursuing retribution
on the back of their necks. It will be
sympathtic with ail the physical dis-
tresses as well as the spiritual dis-
tresses of the world. Christ not only
preached. but be healed paralysis, and
he healed epilepsy. and be healed the
done) and the blind and the lepers.
That relig:ous discourse of the future
will be an everyday sermon, going
right dew° into every man's life, and it
will tench him how to vote, how to bar-
gain. how to plow, bow to do any work
be is called to do. how to wield trowel
and pen and peucil and yardstick and
plane. Anil it will teach women how to
preside over their botmeholds and how
to educate their children and bow to
imitate Miriam and Esther and Yasisti
and Eunice. the mother of Timothy.
and Mary. the mother of Christ, and
those women who on northern and
southern battlefields were mistaken by
the wounded for angels of mercy, fresh
from the throne of God.
Yes, I have to tell you. the religious
discourse of the future will be a re-
ported sermon. If' you bave any Idea
that printing was invented simply to
print Secu/ar books, and stenography
and phonography were contrived merle
iy to set forth secular Ideas. you are
mistaken. Tlie printing press is to be
the great agency of gospel proclama-
tion. It is high time that good men.
Instead of denouncing the press, em-
ploy It to scatter forth tbe gospel of
Jesus Christ. The vast majority of
people in our cities do uot come to
church.' and nothing but the printed
sermon eau reach them and call them
to pardon and life and peace and
heaven.
So 1 cannot understand the nervous-
ness of some of my brethren of the
ministry. When they see a newspaper
man coming in. they say, "Alas, there
Is a reporter:" Every added reporter
Is 10,000, 50,000. 100,000 immortal souls
added to the auditory. The time will
come when all the village, town and
city newspapers will reproduce the
gospel of Jesus Christ. and sermons
preached on the Sabbath will rever-
berate all around the world, and, some
by type and some by voice. all nations
will be evangelized.
The practical beating of this Is upoti
those who are engaged in Christian
ero,e1r n•.t 1:11`01.3glail
lents mad yaturg ministers, hut upon
di who preach the gospel and all who
.ahort In meetings and all of you if
..ou are doing your duty. Du you ei-
fort In prayer meeting? Be short and
epiritial. Do you te In Bible entail
you have to study every night.
intereeting. Do von accost people
in the subject ef religion In their
tome* or la public plaees? Study
eircitneam and use common remise. Tire
noel reaceful and most beautiful thins
in earth la the religion of Jeeus Christ,
Ind If you awkwardly proseut it it
lefamatiou. We must do our work
mildly. and we must do it effectively.
.ioon our time for work will be gone.
New Is the Tim*.
A dying.O'briatiau took out his watch
and gave it to a friend and said: 'Take
;hat watch. 1 barC DO wore nat. for
Time Is at an end for me. anti eternity
begins." Oh, my friends, when our
watch has ticked away for us the last
moment. and our clock has struck for
us the last hour. may it be found we
did our work well, that we did it in the
very best way, nod. whether we
preached the goepel la pulpits. or
taught Sabbath climates, or administer-
(A to the sick as physicians, or bar-
gained as merchants. or pleaded the
law as attorneys, or were busy as arti-
sans or busbanelmen or as mechanics.
or were, like Martha. called to give a
meal to a hungry Christ. or like Han-
nah. to make a cost for a prophet. or
like Deborah. to rouse the courage of
some timid Barak In the Lord's atm-
filet, we did our work in such a way
that it will stand the test of the judg-
ment! And In the long procession of
the redeemed that march around the
throne may it be found that there are
many there brought to God through
our instrumentality and in whose res-
cue we exult. But let none of us who
are still unsaved wait for that religious
discourse of the future. It may come
after our obsequies. It may come •fter
the stonecutter has chiseled our name
on the slab 50 years before. Do not
wait for a great steamer of the Cunard
sorrows of auditory. or White Star line to take you off the
But when that exhortation or dig- wreck, but hall the first craft, with
course sloes come there will be a thou- ; however low a mast and however
sand giearuing scimiters to charge on small a hulk and however poor a rod-
der and however weak a captain. Bet-
ter a disabled schooner that comes up
in time than a full rigged brig that
coon op after you have sunk.
Instead of waiting for that religious
dlecouree of the futon (It nay be 40.
50 On. talks this MI5 lavitadoo
THE LIVING
CHRIST
The Future Religious
Discourse.
VALE, THEOLOGY.
An Outline Of The Coming
Sermon.
WHAT TALMAGE SAYS.
' WASILDtcTose, Nov. 10.- In this dis-
0111110110 Dr. Talmage addresses all
cialtielliala workers aml describes what
Hanka will be the modes of preach-
's* the gospel in the future; text Ro-
mans 7. -Or ministry, let us wait
so our ministering."
Witlie I was seated on a piazza of a
botel at Lexhigton, Ky., one summer
erebing a gentleman asked me. "What
do you think of the coming sermon?'
mapporsed he was asking me in regard
to some new discourse of Dr. Cumming
of London. who sometimes preeched
starthng generous, aud I replied, "I
have not seen it." But I found out aft-
erward that be meant to ask what I
thought would be tbe characteristics of
the coming sermon of the world, the
sermons of the future. the word "Cum-
ming" as a noun pronoonced the same
as the word -miming" as an adjective.
Bat my mistake suggested to me a
very important and practical theme.
"The Coming Sermon."
Before the world la converted the
style of religious discourse will bare
to be converted. too might as well
go into the modern Sts:an or Gettys-
burg wlth bows and arrows. instead of
rifles and botabsbeUs and parks of ar-
tillery. as to expect to conquer this
world for God by the old styles of ex-
hortation and sermonology. Jonathan
redwards preached the sermons most
adapted to the age la which he lived.
but if theme sermons were preached
now they would divide an audience
Into two classen-those sound asleep
mad those wanting to go home.
But there is a discourse of the future.
Who WUI reacts it I have no idea. In
what part ot tb .. earth it will be born I
here ae idea. In which denomination
of Chrirdians It will be delivered I can-
not guess. That discourse of exhorta-
tion may be bora in the country meet-
big house on the banks of the St. Law-
rence or the Oregon or the Ohio or the
Tombigbee or the Alabama. The per-
son who shall deliver tt may this mo-
istest be in a cradle under the shadow
the Sierra Nevada* or In a New
faratthosse or amid the rice-
of southern earannaa. or this mo-
;41111011t there may be some young man In
lime of our theological seminaries, in
. Ube jailor or middle or senior clam,
dMping that weapon of power, or these
MI be cotnIng some new baptism of
the Holy Chart on the churches. so
lhat some of as who now stand in the-
watebtowers of Zhou. wakirg to a real-
isation of our present Inefficiency, may
preach It oarseives. That coming dis-
course may not be 50 years off. And
WI Is pray God that Its arrival may
Inateard while I announce to you
' what I Ibink will be the chief char-
atteristies of that discourse or exhorts-
. Was whets it does arrive. and I want to
- Rake rensarks 'pomp:late and sus-
/man to all classes ot Christian work-
WIS.
a Wrens Christ.
First of all. I remark that that future
reneilsos ditswarse will be full of a By-
tes MOM in contradistinction to di-
thaelle Ifechalca hues. A discourse may
be tail of Christ though hardly men-
tiosiag his name. and a sermon may be
empty of Christ while. every sentence
le repetitions of his titles. The world
wants a living Christ not a Christ
otomMus at the head of a formal sys-
tem of 0001047. Did a Christ who
atallei gawks awl 17111Patily and C°13-
dakmee and brotherbood and life and
heaven. a poor man's Christ. a rich
maa's Christ an oyerwotted man's
Christ. an Invalid's Christ, ; farm-
er's cheat. a merchant's Owlet. an
artisan's Christ. an every man's Christ
A symmetrical and fine worded sys-
tem of theology is well enough for the-
ologiesti classes. but It has DO more
bushman in a pulpit than bare the
Whisks; phrases of an anatomist or a
psyebollog'-st or a physician in the sick-
resole of a patient. The world wants
help. Immediate and world uplifting.
sad it will come through a discourse la
wheel Christ shall walk right down
Into the immortal soul and take ever-
batiug possessfon of it. tilling it as full
."f ligbt as in this noonday Ormatnent
'Rat sermon or exhortation of the
fora* will not deal with men in the
itsreadhere illustrations of JesusChrist.
In that coming address there will be
instances of vicarious suffering taken
right pet of es eryday life. for there Is
..of a cloy when soniello.ly is not dying
, for othere-as the physician reeving his
diphtheritho patieut by sacrificing tits
trim ire: as the ship eaptain going
WIWI with his verse) w be ia get_
nto the lifeboat: as
consuming In the burning
while be Is tat: lug a child out
-70 91 flairah story witeinw: as In stun-
' IOW,- the ug swimmer a t Cast
Las Branch or cape May
:YrIthe' a :to, Women' irerished try-
11 tee the drowning: as the
vetespapeiMbey One summer. support-
: r-hts mother for some years, his in-
..!ti mother. when offered by a gentle-
.. wan T.0 evict* to get some special pa-
' pry. and he got It and nutted up in his
' somieety to deliver it and was crushed
a;ader the wheels of the train and lay
grass with only strength enough
-Oh. what will become of my
sick motaer now?" Vicarious
-
Siffroring-the world is full of it. An
sire:neer said to MI' on a locomoilve in
lasikens: "We men serum to be coming
teeter accretes tion than we used to.
Dett yon low that necoent the other day
Or In engieeer wno to rare Da passete
errs stuck to his Mare. and when be
was fouud dead In the locomotive.
which the upside down. be was found
WM smiling. his ham! on the sir-
Crater •nd as tee oneineer it
It's the Lame Leg
that sets the owe. A chain it no
snoop, Vain its w- skeet link. For
weak epota all.1 p'aces that seem big
bee,toso ti.ey hurt, try
.101111111an' s Deflation.= Pteste,:s.
I
121 Patin phrase, ti.,. y "out ont"
Use sosieness and pain. Look for
tite fte.I C:ns 4. r41 otIse le l.,sr that
' r.:0-• 0 W. a .4 Citriene-e'e + pito.
•T ''. ,7,17. * 4•',..NSON,
.. • 'vas 4 Aweirt• Noy York.
.4%.S•e•-•) • e ',Asa& ftelletea.
Boater Wood. kiliAlfir Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys.at-Law.
OfRoe in Hoirpee Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOMEINSVILLIE, : KRNIVOKY
Spbeial attention to
cases in bankrnr•tr..v.
Farrmand
Tobacco Growers
Treat velar Whitlow in book end bi-
omass Its Value from Three to Five Dol-
1 ors Per Hunelsed. One of lbw GREATEST
• II WRONGS OF TME TINE by an old Ken-
sooty GlOWSIT after years ripens in re-
print ususiell. To kaow thee mereet will
aura P1111 &WO *ft small sum of one Antler
Memos tritioaned if wawa than double th• it. T'uere are in so many theological
son le allS made on every hominid seminaries professors telling young
•*a fte -seliaterses. Nn fake. Refer to men bow to preach. themselves not
look se Obsiblign, Rom & OD Of any twists; bow. sad I ant told that if a
inws loam. in this atty. Fowl one Piing ens in some of our theological
seidaseles soya aspillthe WOW or
CC* , daft' at Wisp Soft Sidi als-
o' a-- se i.4sw are tste. Owls*
eansante-t---.77-
of a man weer to hare gtven yen spir-
ituel ma sielit MOW:I be gind to be cell-
ed the Nettie by the hand of Christ pttt
on the eyrie of a ilinel man and rho
coesider tie. highest compliment
of tale ism vice r t the close. 500 men
elioalet least from these. doors snying:
-Whether Ile Le a sinwr or nu, I know
not. Thla tete thing I know- whereas
I leas elen.i. now I sir." -
Swifter Limn shallow% over tile plain,
quicker than birds their autumnal
Mal. a ha st les tnau eagles to their prey.
Itle yon fo, isynmathetie Violet. The
urea*, • rits of maven have strung their
instrutaeuts tu celebrate your rescue:
Asa r, any w re the Pokes around the throne.
it* Jot,V. !or the Lord Grins. lee It his oeu.
I:cat Irving Busy.
Said a member of the Philadelphia
Art club to a reporter for the Philadel-
phia Record:
-When Sir Henry Irving was last in
Philadelphia, ne gave hini a big blow-
out It ea:, a sort of smokt•r, and each
guest Wat Sliplined with one of those
long churchwarden pipes. Everything
went well for a time. and Sir likary
seemed to be having a real socroible
time unta some fellow. who wits a
rank outsider, asked him to write his
autograph on the pipe bowl. A penell
was producea. and the actor smilingly
assented. Tiara was the begiuulng of
an avalanche of white clay tepee. Their
owners came at him from all sides. It
was a trying ordeal. but Sir Henry sub-
mitted to it wita good grace. For two
solid hours he eat there and scrawled
his signature on pipes. It was well on
tower(' daylight before be wade his es-
cape. If he comes to the Art club
again. be will Undoubtedly demand a
promise that there will be no pipes."
To Desalt:1o. a eissrelt.
The Philadelphia Record says: "Old
Christ chureh, on Second street above
Niartst. which le one of the most in-
teresting structures from a historical
point of view In the country. Is to be
beautified by a series of handsome
meininial windows. which will add
tr.reatly to Its sittiacilveness. The first
of these. a gilt from the King and
Widow! I gl.t remitters. has already been
antP will he followed by oth-
, e-s (rout tliac to tinio."
The Wally Wfta's
In the abtente of specific instruct lona
*rote Mr. lalp':ne.. the %%tete siren is
iatiaseal to consider iiiiiirse!f posdeetin
I to ta*-.e tip h.:fever Isn't nailed
AVM: -! it • •,:t •••
C, fr C's
Bun tt,. hie Mad Yee Nue
&Pau /* 
..ded#,12;f4.t‘
Public Sale!
To settle the partrership of Oukey &
W infra, dissolved by the death of taro.
W. Winfrey, E q , wee will, on ThURS-
DAY, NOV. 23d, '99, on the farm of
Caskey & Winfree, 5 miles from Hop
kinsville, on the Nashville road, sell at
pubdc suction the following property :
8 head of good work males, 2 head of
yearling mules.
3 good brood mum, I saddle horse 3
years old.
12 head of mikh COW, and other cat
tie (Jerseys and Shorthorns )
51 head of hog , 20 bead of good sheep.
1 first-class tractie u engine, tbresher
and water tank (Stevens )
1 Reeves' clover huller, 1 I teal clover
header, 3 wagons, 3 boggiee, plows,
note, scrapers, harrows, harness, in fact
di kinds of agricultural implements.
About 200 barn hi of corn and 50,000
poends of tobacce, and other articles too
numerous to mention Sale without
reserve. Terms made known on day of
ale.
CHAS. L. CASKET, surviving partner.
W. P. St INFREE,
Admr. (leo. W. WiLfree, drc'd
Nov. 8 IS29.
•
Tate nee eat tit OF A. OCA
tea by all poor dyspeptics whose
Stomach and Liver are oat of order. All
inch should know that Dr. King's New
Life Pills, the wonderfnl Stomach and
and Liver Remedy, gives a splendid ap-
petite, sound digestion and a rrogular
oodily habit that insures perfect health
and great energy. Only 2,-ic at L
L. Elgin, O. K. Wyly, R. 0. Hardwick.
J. 0. Oook and A. P. Harneee.
This preparatiou stands unequaled as
s complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples aud unnatural
redness of face and hands. Littell'e
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
'ree from poem:ins and disagreeable
odors. Listen's Liquid Sulphur Clint
meat is an invaluable remedy in the
treatment of all skin diseases, open
sores, chafed parts, burns, scalds and is
-especially noommended for eve after
shaving. It is soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by And..rson &
Fowler, druggiets, Hotel Latham. wit
CD Xt. it.. ..s.' .k. -
Nan the The tad be Rain arovi
"Omar*
of -‘42","
A HUSBANE
SAYS:
" Before my
wife began using
14other's Friend
she could hardly
get around. I do
not think she
could
get
along
without
it now. She has
used it for two
months and it is
a great help to
her. She does
h e r housework
without trouble."
Mother's Friend
iS an external liniment for expectant
mothers to use. It gives them
strength to attend to their household
duties almost to the hour of confine-
ment. It is the one and only prepara-
tion that overcomes morning sickness
and nervousness. It is the only
-emedy that relaxes and relieves the
strain. It is the only remedy that
makes labor short and delivery easy.
It is the only remedy that puts the
breasts in condition so that swelling
Or rising is impossible. Don't take
medicines internally. They endanger
the lives of both mother and child.
ststbses Friend IS mid by druggists hello
Send for our tree nitrated boonkt.
rhe nradfleld Regulator CO.. Atla a, Ga.
TRUSSES 65c, slatANB UP
65c.
elefeallestet Reser wads;Alm
rasa owstanti
sbh opm sad mi
t X•7
Oen* ere or oar • ALS
ltd. oat sad wee Ile WI= 1111112 ramel,
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Salo roar NAM* WeIgSit Las how Ions you b••• boos
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aad es will seed either Sven to yea wItli the Innen
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will return your mono,.
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STO R
AVegetablePreparationfor As-
slmiL3 ling &Food andItegula-
ting the Stands andBowets of
_ . - -
/NEIN ( HILDICIA
•
Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-
ncss and liest.Contnins neither
9pium.Morphine nor IlincraL
INOT NARCOTIC.
P."6.4 v..reol.j• -
ASA. Job
oeseeso-foki-
-
Apetfeet Remedy for Constipa-
tion, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea.
Worms,Convulsions,feverish-
tiess and Loss OF SLFJLP.
TacSimile Signature of
XLI'W YORK.
t 1 !
1 -) 1).1%1 s .
MGT COPY WILIFFILII.
Ilkname 
1(0111
No. oe,
early
Le pen settle 1:00 a m
Ls, Primo% sea a m
Ar liettsson lo:9J m
Ar e 111:10 a m
Lv maroon 9.:9 M
• Lamer!' 4:16 p m
Ly PrIn'ton sine a m
A r Priducan 9* I/ a m
er Memphis
Ar New Orleans
TIME
TABLE
Effective Sunday.
Nor Itt I, 1899
osmium e.
N ilk No. WO, Ao.
d illy *ally
6 0. p m
7 01 p m
laseam
Poo cm
saa pm
6.45 p m
12:56 p m
6.41p
f:60P m
4:10 o ori
10:i p
10.10 a tit
11411 Arrives at Flopktneylila,11:?•  ea
No V* Arrti es al M kitlItIttile., 4 0 p.
No.11% Arrives at HOpillIdegill0,1i in
K. AL oexaw000, Aso
Hopkineville, Ky
W. A. KILLOND , A. P. A..
Louariville, Ky
L. h. lime Table.
ROUTH ROUND.
No. 55 AocomWation departs...6 lima
" 68 Fast " :00 a m
" 51 Mail . " :27 p m
" 91 New Orleans Rm. " 12:02 a ea
NORTH ElOtiltD.
OS ()Waage and ta. Lona lim...9 :45 a ni
68 Aorionunodation, arrives 8:80 p
ihr Basil   9 .83 p
$4 Fast line ..... .  10:24 p m
W, P. yawns', T. III. WITIORT.
Winfree & Knight,
Real :Estate.
The season of the year when people
want to buy real estates la st hand, ano
we Invite thaw who *ant to buy or sell
to consult this oolumn.
We have exoellent fanilities for oon-
ducting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free ci
obarge, aud will furnish prospective
customers oonveyanoe to Loft prop-
erty without coat DJ them. Come i0 ate
as if you want to mil, it oosta you truth
ing if you fail.
▪ We have the following Florida lands
that we will se ll at low price or I
change fur farming lend in this section :
eel acres iu Pasco enmity, 120 acres le
Vassar coonty, 200 acres iu kiernande
ounty and 160 acres in Ililleboro conn
ry. One of the above tracts is
timie red with the finer; yellow plue,
and 'mother is heavily timber. d with
the pine from which tney m•ke turpeu
tine. For further dest.ription, etc., St t
OIL
Stock of fro* store house end r•si
ienees for sale at good town on L & N
It R. First-014as pale g business, ale.
locatior, good neigbboibood, char/Ale
arid schools convenient, residence
ro ms, water works ann modern tus
urovements, ten acres of 111,43 armlet
with residence, good remota r selline
Nn. 1 resit-loam on South Main street
stories. 7 rooms, servant& mum. co
tern, good stable, fine shade trete, lu•
40 by 200 fees to ale!y, close to busineet
anti very desirable.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necemary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two &cresol
,and at joining South Kentucky (Joliette,
41,500. Will sell this place at low pric.
Aid on easy terms. .
Elegant two story reaidence on cor.
:ler of latb and Oampbell streets, front!
S2la feet on Campton street by 186 fee
o alley, house Ma 8 Tr OM1 and all ne
eissery outbuildings, utoe shade trees
doe garten and grape arbor.
Wea improved suburban place witi_
16 acted of ground, house 8 rooms, g000
cistern, stater,. poultry beam, carriage
house, milk house, tc., everythirg it,
good repair. Complete set of farmint
implements go w ith the place.
Good farm 223 acres, on Nashvill-
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsvilia and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new bares, *tables and grainary
Mos farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acre*
sf grouud fronting on first street ano
running hack to the niter.
135 aeres of land 6 miles from town
fltila Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and otter out buildings,
price $5 per acre.
Good residence on oorner of Main and
let streets, froutirg 60 feet on Main by
ZOO feet deep. House haa six rooms,
cood cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsay,' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr mill for grinding bath coro
end wheat, two good residence', two
cuterns •nd all necessary oatbnediesto
and 3o acres of laud, situated on Little
River, on a line between Chriettan and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a low price and
on reaeonable t
House and lot cn 17th street, in hood
neighborhood aid olose to buatness,
price $600.
A fine tract of -.leer bottom land sit-
uated on west Lai k Ountheriand river
dbout three mi!es below Clanton, nage
county, Ky., and containing 680 acres.
Ibis property has five good tenato
bonsai end five good barns and cisterns
Ibis land a ill be sold either as a whoa
or in tracts toluit purchaser and at
low price and on reasonable term..
60 acres of fine lend just outside toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $65 per acre.
Farm of 107 scree of good land 2!,',
miles northwest of Hopktneville. in roost
neighborhood. Land in good condition,
good dwelling, five rooms, smoke house,
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,700
50 acres of rich land just outside the
city omits, well watered and fenced.
Will be sold at a bargain,
Nice house and lot on West filth st
Price Mi50.
8 tracts of land near Bennettstown,
about 800 iseres Will be con•eesee seso
2 or U tracts Sold on ea-y terms.
House and lot on 3rd street in Hop
kiusville, Ky , near public school build
Mg. Price $750.
House and lot on oorner of Broad and
Thompson streets. Llopkinsville Ky
Price $600.
A nice oottage on 4th Bt., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good on:-houees and
cistern, prioe $ 00.
Oottage on 8rd St., "cheap " at $000.
Good cottage on Bros', and Thomption
ets , four rooms, good Juitern and out-
buildings, large lot, price $600.
Two good residense lots on Main St.
in ilookinsvile, 0901 ',masted. The on-
ly vie- int lots on West 'ode of Main St.
for sale at a low prim+.
WO acre s of land between Nashville
roaa aud L. & Ne R. IL at Nay. Will
be 'Old at a bargain.
CASIO
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Ha
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
4
The
Kind
You Have
Always Bought.
CASTORIA
00•11.• SW NC so Ter *TVVISE
•
one. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porohoa, cistern outbuildings, shade
end trout trees, Price al,400.
Au elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighbornoseds in &nth Christian, con*
vement tee postuffice, hoots and
churches. in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 5 rooms and hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
now house*, 2 new robins, smoke house,
bon house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries*, plenty of wa-
ter. %cry desirable, will 1)3 sold cheap
and on eery terms.
I House and lot 00x2O0 feet on Second
' street HOOse wan 4 rooms, porch, cis-
,' tern and out buildir ge. Price $1,000,
I House and loton Seeond street 601209
feet. Howe bas 7 rooms, porch, matern
and outbuildedits. Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lotion Walnut
StNeeicie• house ard tot on Brown street.
Price $090.
400 acres of durirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Some of the most desirable property
in Hope/Melville, fronting 167 feet on
Main esreet, imitable for either bustness
or residence property.
Fine farm of 2S5 acres in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a grass borgain.
Good term of 265 acres of land ia one
mile of Bowan, Ky.
165 acres of land near Olasksville
ptke,- 8 miles from Hopketurvtile. $4/
per &roe. Very destreable.
Geed 800 acre far m closes to Montgom•
eiy, Trig,/ marry. Ky. 2 dwellings, ice
humor. barn, stab ea mow nutbuildings.
3ry.iri'd.i ..7:eantg. ftrorltha'rdP ,tb,•°11ac "sandal' wrinell.
Isen ;•'' sr .1 ea mai .
V. r) arias, u' titbit% riseidenete
abuse t au somata mania ne w sod it
vend rerear, about 7 sores of land. just
°Waive the city limes on out of the beat
5 roe m house and 9 lots on 19t
'good cistern, stable and all ill •
outbnadiugs. Prim is for bolt
n e ael•tifrNe veCa, :Two, y
$1,000
House and lot on Brown St. Desira-
bly loeated. Pries Ilatoo
A two ',tory cottage on Worth Camp
bell St , lot 70a labia foetal co bed room-
sitting rocm, uit Ina room, lambast, mei
room &tot four porehes, en first floor
tour lied menus, two lumber rooms are
s **swipe room: on second floor; ski
•plentid dry cellar 18114 fees ea th brio)
re id cood cestero,,ont house
neat house. kouLiteg house and eervani
iouse. Ti H14S-One th,rd cash, bat
tare in four equal auntie: p yments
3 per cent. intezest on deferied. pay
meat-.
WI:trams & Kin
M A Fort nein
sent rreet. op can make. ta iptendfc,
iiyanottser at once. Add.••••• Al. Young.
ea Henry et.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
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relamt sod 
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miaow' a laauewst
Weyer Pall& to Restore
Rate to Its Youtiful
°Wee walp dams, • hair
Ine.sad
SENT FREE
to housekeepers-
litbig COMPANY'S
ittract of Be4
COOK BOOK-
telling how to prepare delimit-
and delicious dishes.
Address Lleblg Co., P.O. BOX 2718. New Tort
nate
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YOU pCAN TENT
you invent or improve; also get
CA Ta UDE-NARK. COPYRIGHT or DESIGN
PIOT Tiers Bend model, sketch, or phoux 1
for roe examination and advice.
BOOK ON PATENTS 'RILE. No etty'stee before went.
"82" C. A. SNOW & CO.
Pm.* Isw7ww WASHINGTON, D.C.
II40eit•
LOCAL
isndl
OLIKATIO
Nothing but a local
remedy ore Image of
climate win our.
oaTialtakt
The specific is
ELI'S CREAN BALI
it IsquIckh absorb.
ed. Glees lteller at
once. Opens and
Cleanses the Nasal
Passages,
Alla.is Inglumma-
t ton. Heals and pro-
b....Is the Membram COW IN HEA
lto.totet. tie Senses of Taste mid NO
mercury, No In Mimi.; drug.. Hew I
privy WO; Family size, MAO at driot!.ts or
by Mall.
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A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
Not only cures. bat It keeps well. Is
usiiii by an organised company of re-
spolisi We business men and has Ili en-
. dorsement of thousaede of Clergymen
and noted people throeghott the
country. We speak of that wonderfull ibel rurueut. Elsotropoise, and est yourcareful examiustion into tha cures it
', has wrought. Cot A. P. Nunally, of
i the Inter-Ocean, Chicago, writes:
..teearly three years experience with
El aneopoise only confirms the truth of
your claims. I say to my friends that
this instrument is a most wonderful !n-
itwit on. ani I wonid not part with
mine if I °mild not get another." Send
address for our to ot invites Letters nom
pigmies who have been cured by Eiec-
tropoise. ELEOTROPOISE i 0., 518
Fourth Avenue, Logien:1e. Ky.
IN ALL STAGES of riasiti,klturrh theme
ehould be cleanliness. As experience
proves, Ely's Cream Balm is a cleaner.
soother and healer of the daeased mem- k
brans. It a not drying nor irritating.
sad does not produce sneezing. Prioel
60 cents at druegists or it will be mailed
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren street, New I
York, Upon being placed into the nos-.
tots it spreads over the membrane and
relief is immediate. It is au agreeable
cure.
 4.5 
CASTOR I A
Pot Infants and Children.
he Kind You Hate Always BougM
&ors ts•
Ullmann of
FOR SALE
A fine farm for sale. 200 scree lying 3
miles west of Hopkinsville ou the Cadiz
turnpike. all buildings new, good for
crop or stock raising. Apply to J. G.
Obildress, Ilopkinsville, Ky.
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in onr hands for rale two
South Christian farms cheap and o
reasonable terms.
1. A farm near Beverly, Kriftucky
containing 255 acres, with comfortable
improvements. Same farm on which
R. T. Moore resides and which former-
ly b longed to him.
2 A farm near Garrettsburg. Ky ,
containing 112 acres-fair improve-
inents-gaod neighborhood-the T. S.
Rives' farm
BUNTER WOOD & SON.
Sulphur is known to the medical pi o
fession as an in•alnable therapeutic
agent in all blot d and skin disesees
Littell's Liquid Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Diwtolved Sulphur with all its
medicinal and hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Lineal's Liquid Sulphur Remedies
cnre any skin disease on earth.
Mope Itching !Devoutly, whether caused
from Prickly Hest, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bee, Sting or the most ag-
aravated cape of skin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggitts, Ho-
tel Latham. wtf
The Eminent Kidney
and Bladder Specialist.
he Discoverer st Swam-lest at Width'
110 Laboratory.
There is a disease prevailing In this
country most dangerous because so decep-
tive. Many sudden deaths are caused by
it-hean disease, pneumonia, heart failure
or apoplexy are often the result of kidney
diaease. If kidney trouble is allowed to
vance the kidney-poisoned blood will attack
the vital organs, or the kidneys themselves
break down and waste away cell by cell.
Then the richness of the blood-the albumen
-leaks out and the sufferer has Bright's
Disease, the worst form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root the new dis-
covery is the true specific for kidney. bladder
and urinary troubles. It has cured thousands
of apparently hopeless cases. after all other
efforts have failed. At druggists in fifty-cent
and dollar sizes. A sample bottle sent free
by mail, also a book telling about Swamp.
Root and its wonderful cures. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. sad
mention this paper.
White girl wanted
for general housework
in family of twe. In-
luire at 9th St. Meat
Market.
Littell'• Liquid Sulphur Soap redneea
, a minimum the danger of contracting
ontairioas disease. For ths toilet and
-Mb it is without an equal. It is rapid
y acquiring first place in the favor of
kil who use it as an incomparable shay-
ng soap. 10 Cents. For sale by A n.
lereon & Fowler, druggists, Hotel La
ham. wit
Ha roOLID rite au actItON P.
All doctors teld Renick Hamilton, of
Meal Jefferson, 0 . after suffering IS
nouths from Reetal Fistula, he would
lies unless a coatly operation a as per-
formed, but he cured himself with.five
Mee* of Bucklen'a Aruba* &dye, the
surest Pile Care on Earth and the Best
Aalee in the World. 23 Cents a box
Sold by L. L Elgin, K Wyly, R. O.
lardwick, J. 0. Cook aud A P. Har-
eem, druggists.
CS A.. ral Cb .11. .
tleters the 1(44 Yu, haw Aierd,3 BitLI
Ursattire
1:44te
$42 Swett Of Presents
For 50o worth of work, we are giving
.way Watches, Binyules, Sewing Ma
iiines, Gun, & a &a, to introduce our
'riper Parttime, a high class illurrated
4sper of from 16 to 82 large pages; 64
-o 128 °Mee Good Stories, Literature,
krt, Humor, Letters of Travel in For-
sign Lando, &c, and all you have to do
to get $2 worth of preeents is so get 20
subscribers at 10.i each. Send 10c iu
stampe for full particulate', long list of
presents and our paper, Pastime tor 6
months. Address the Pastime fjo ,
Louisville, Ky.
eteta.austaTIset CUR all IN A DAY.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheaamatiem and
Neuralgia radically cores it in from 1
o 3 days. Its action upon the system
.4 remarkable and mysterious. It re•
troves at once this canoe and the disease
ill mAdiatAly disappears The first dose
reatly benefita 75 cents. Bold by R
C. Hardwick, druggist, Hopionsville
a22.3m
MONEY TO LOAN 
--On good real
estate security. Apply to
Eltrirona WooD Ana
112.75 BOX RAIN COAT
• •Bial.•• 95.00 WAT/91.• se YeSPERprolramatoti• IENyTwe. ;L. act. L.!
test•ti.k..yow neleble....4e•SurtiFab.~.•:::„.••••••"
tee' rise sea, ekes up soder arms. and
we will send you tbitooat by express,
setae &ad It ea at year nearest
C.O.S., sebl saawleefes. It.s•
a• ...peewee .sell the nest
engem sea Oesea.=
se.talasel plat= sus.
SAUK guy the 'serest agent Otil
STICIal. germ rum hlt.711. sad
;an eiltalT•6111 Is West ttall
tirstrepeth* ""sardiere. fetwassim'ade fries co...5"71
alai mu length, doable islartel,
=st collar, fasoyearmiLlatos,
as weerdems.....arssams.,. ob:esoor fmor
nal UM IOW 411w0 Viet
NV 0000 ft. os imp at« jait Nagmegatrinizteou
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When In Hopkinsville
If You Buy At
MOAYON'S
BIG STORE
-IT IS-
A BARCAIN!
se Embracing all the newest effects i n
aa stylish crept:um. My Fancy I'laids the
newest creations. To see them is to ad-
a mire them.
Our line of Ladies' and Misses' Shoes is
a the beet that money can buy. Each and
every pair is fully warrmnted.
C hin" Best material, most stylish cut ing Men's, Boys' and Youths' Suits. Our
line surpasses all others, come and
sce them whalk-r you boy or not.
Want Your Trade
d will make it worth whfe to give
to us. We mention only a few
ms, but come and see for yourself
at Moayon's is the oldest and
ost reliable merchant in Hopkins-
A special invitation to our
country friends.
The
ayes' Big Store
206 & 208 S. Main Street.
lbe King of Reference Works
THE NEW WERNF.R EDITION "F
I ti
JL HE EANCYCLOPEDIA
The Pilot
knows just how tO steer a yr-
bring it safely through th,
and out ioto the open. in:
Encyt lopiedia Britannica is a
absolutely reliable guide Lir .?;
voyawe cf life. One cann-.4
wrong if its teaching's are fol(owe..I.
it tAls the rnistakt. s trim have made;
ho. others have succeeded and why.
An in; elligent man gets good from
the experiences of others ai;id steers
lea' of the rocks they ran against.
I h• very Iresence of the Eiscyclo-
pmdia Britannica in a haus*, give. the piare an intellectual tont.
A library of thousands of vplunvs does not offer such an oppor-
tunity for successtui home study si .1 'development as this master-
piece of literature. There is no mt.re instructive reading on earth
than that contained in its 3o eolumes. To a life whose curreot
runs toward the futhre, this great work is indispen.sable. Jdst
now you can secure the
'Encyclopaedia Britannica
For One Dollar Cash
paying the balance in small r withly payments. P.:member, tie,
that the entire Thirty Volumes with a Guide and an tlegant Oak
Book Case, will he ered wlica the first payment is made.
You will be surprised when you Ictirn the
LOW COST.
Hat it Is:
The complete set (Tbiriy I arrc Leave Volumes):
No. z-N-w Style Buckram Clutha hiaraled Edges, Extra Quar:ty Iinet
' Machine Finhh Book Paper, 845.00
First payment, ale fio;iar ($1-oc; and Three Dollars ($!•,a) ref
month thereat r.
No. a-Half Morocco, N'.a-ble.i Edges, Extra Quality H:gh Ms.:hirte Finis h
Book Paper, t6o.00
First payment, Two Dollars ($2.00) and Four Dollars (km) Per
month thereafter.
No. 3-Sheep, Tan Color, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality High Machine Finir.lt
Book Paper, s75.00.
First payment, Three Dollars ($3.00) and Five Dollars (Is
month thereafter. •
Mr A reduction of to% Is granted by paying cash within 3o days eau tba
se,,,apt of Om work.
HOPPER BROS. Main Street.
MAW iCglagiVESISI
ti The HockerBOOTEE.
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Correct in style and fit Made of White's
best Box (Wt. Solid leather counters.
Double Scotch soles. Good year welt.
Leather lined. New English Coin and
Plain Common Sense Too Hub Goring.
Lace and Plain. Making altogether the
most comfortable and desirable boot ever
shown on this market. We are sole agents
for this bootee.
L 1. Will & Co.
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